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Abstract 

The number of nonprofits in the United States is growing dramatically. Between 2003 and 2013, 
the United States experienced a 19.5% increase in 501(c)3 public charities. If aggregate giving 
does not increase proportionately, this trend could force nonprofits to operate with smaller 
average donations. Using aggregate and employee-level data from the Combined Federal 
Campaign (CFC), the nation's largest workplace giving campaign, this paper asks if increasing 
the number of nonprofit organizations affects giving. I find that the addition of new nonprofits 
did not substantially increase the charitable resource pool. It did not increase the proportion of 
individuals who gave. Furthermore, although donors gave slightly larger gifts after new 
organizations entered, the amount was not large enough to prevent the average nonprofit from 
losing revenue. Unless it is accompanied by substantial efficiency gains, proliferation will 
increase total sector spending on overhead and other fixed costs, leaving less for mission-related 
activities. 
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I. Introduction 
The nonprofit sector is growing dramatically. Between 2003 and 2013, there was a 19.5% 

increase in registered 501(c)3 public charities1 (McKeever 2015). This level of growth is 

unprecedented. The IRS currently approves more than 50,000 new nonprofits annually, up from 

20,000 per year in the 1960’s to 1980’s (Harrison & Laincz 2008). This growth is also dramatic 

when compared to for-profit firms. Between 2000 and 2010, there was an increase in nonprofit 

employment of 17 percent, which is more than the employment growth rate of government (8 

percent) and business (-6 percent) over the same time period (Roeger et al. 2012). According to 

data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the number of nonprofit establishments meeting 

minimum size requirements for unemployment insurance reporting increased 15 percent between 

2007 and 2012, while the number of for-profit establishments meeting this threshold decreased 

by 1 percent (2015) 2.  

Some nonprofit leaders warn that this growth may spawn an era of heightened, possibly 

destructive competition in the nonprofit sector. A January 2006 article in The Chronicle of 

Philanthropy, the leading publication covering the nonprofit sector, stated what many donors, 

politicians, and business leaders had hinted at for years: “As more and more organizations are 

created, leading to fierce competition for private donations and government aid, a growing 

number of people in and out of the nonprofit world are asking whether too many groups are 

overlapping one another and draining resources from those charities that do the best work,” 

(Gose 2005).  They characterize competition as a distraction from mission and new nonprofits 

entering the territory occupied by established firms (often described as “duplication of services”) 

as harmful to the success of the established nonprofits.3  From a public policy perspective, this 

issue becomes important when one considers that government expends grant dollars supporting 

                                                           
1 This is likely to underestimate the growth during this time period. The IRS initiated a process of purging nonprofits from the 
Business Master File for 3 years of nonreporting (which is a sign of exit). The first wave of revocations occurred in 2011, so any 
counts of nonprofits from before 2011 are likely inflated by the inclusion of defunct nonprofits. 
2 Author’s own calculations from the downloadable Data Series files. The reporting threshold is one or four employees, 
depending on state. The BLS counts are at the establishment level, which is different from the organization level of IRS reporting 
(one organizations may have many establishments). 
3 Others portray competition for donations as a means of incentivizing good performance and believe new entrants may force 
older organizations to adopt modern innovations or make way for firms that do (Gose 2005). This aspect of competition is also 
important. I examine the effects of competition on efficiency in a companion paper. 
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nonprofit projects, contracts with nonprofits to secure public services, and supports nonprofits 

with tax exemptions and deductions at all levels of government.   

Microeconomic theory based on principles of differentiated products predicts that the 

addition of new nonprofits will increase giving. The underlying assumption of this model is that 

donors have heterogeneous preferences for nonprofit characteristics and new nonprofits are not 

perfect substitutes for existing nonprofits. If this is the case, then at least some donors will find 

the new nonprofits to be a better match for their interests. Since they will benefit from greater 

nonprofit variety, they will increase their contributions when the number of nonprofits in a 

market increases. However, other theories suggest that the increase in contributions may be weak 

or nonexistent in the nonprofit sector. Theories of charitable giving suggest that individuals may 

care more about the act of donating than they do about the direct effect of their contributions on a 

cause; in this case, the availability of better charitable matches would be less important to the 

donor. The degree to which additional variety is valued by donors has important consequences. If 

total donations to nonprofits do not increase in proportion to the number of organizations, then 

the average nonprofit will receive less donated revenue and giving to older organizations may be 

diverted to new rivals.  

Empirical research on the effects of increasing nonprofit options finds support for both 

conclusions. In a field experiment, Eckel et al. (2016) found that providing two giving options to 

alumni of a university (a general fund option and a second, more specific giving option) 

increased giving by 37%, even though very few donors chose the second, more specific option. 

Van Diepen et al. (2009) examines how donors who receive mailings from three competing 

charities. They find that when mailings from one charity increase in frequency, individuals not 

only give more to that organization, but they also give more to the competing charities. In a third 

laboratory experiment, Soyer and Hogarth (2011) find that individuals gave more when 

presented with more comprehensive lists of nonprofit organizations, but that there are 

diminishing marginal returns. Interestingly, they also find that increasing the options actually 

generated more giving to the most popular of the organizations—donor “stealing” only occurred 

for the less well-known organizations.  

These laboratory and controlled field experiments indicate that, under the right 

conditions, either donor growth or donor stealing can occur. But which conditions prevail in the 
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larger nonprofit market? Unfortunately, understanding the relationship between nonprofit 

proliferation and donations in a non-experimental setting is difficult with the most common 

nonprofit data source, the IRS form 990. The sole paper investigating this topic uses this source 

and finds that increasing competition within an MSA increases the total public support (from 

individuals, foundations, and other sources) for all organizations in the area but decreases 

average gifts to each organization (Bose 2015) 4. However, data limitations force that work to 

make two assumptions which my paper will overcome. First, I will be able to identify markets 

more accurately. The Form 990 only provides information on nonprofit headquarters; therefore 

the common assumption is that a nonprofit only operates in and receives donations from the 

MSA of its headquarters. In contrast, I observe nonprofits in each location where they are raising 

funds, and so can handle nonprofits that are regional or national in operations and fundraising. 

Moreover, I will be able to observe individual-level giving decisions, while the Form 990 offers 

only information on aggregate giving to a nonprofit. 

This paper will contribute to the debate on the effects of nonprofit proliferation by 

focusing on the relationship between proliferation and giving by individuals. To address this 

question, I use data on nonprofit participation in the Combined Federal Campaign (CFC). The 

CFC is the workplace giving program for federal employees and is the nation’s largest workplace 

giving campaign. In 2013, more than 4 million federal employees were solicited through the 

campaign, and more than 650,000 gave. The 2013 campaign raised over $250 million in 

donations. Mirroring trends in the sector as a whole, the number of nonprofits participating in the 

CFC has grown over the last decade, and more than 20,000 nonprofit organizations currently 

participate. 

The CFC data span 2004-2014 and track aggregate federal employee giving for more 

than 160 geographic zones. Employees in each geographic zone receive a specific list of local, 

national, and international nonprofit options when making CFC gifts, and employees can only 

give to organizations on this list. Therefore, I consider each geographic zone to be a separate 

market for charitable giving. The regions differ in the number of nonprofits and in their growth 

patterns, making it possible to distinguish between changes due to the addition of new nonprofits 

                                                           
4 More research actually focuses on the causes, rather than the consequences, of nonprofit density (see Lecy and VanSlyke 2012, 
for example). 
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and changes due to time, economic conditions, and federal workforce composition. Most 

importantly, I have individual-level CFC data for more than 55 geographic regions from 2008-

2013. 

I use a panel model with fixed effects to identify changes in giving caused by increases in 

the number of nonprofit giving options, after controlling for other factors. Nonprofits can choose 

to enter the CFC at the local or national level. National entry is plausibly unrelated to unobserved 

confounding variables, because a nonprofit’s decision to enter nationally is unlikely to be driven 

by unobserved change in the performance of a local administrative zone. Furthermore, in my 

aggregate data, year and market fixed effects control for any unobserved factors which may 

affect the federal workforce as a whole or make one market consistently different from another. 

In my individual data, I use year and individual fixed effects, which control for all time-invariant 

individual characteristics. This model means that my results are not driven by the changing 

composition of the federal workforce over time. I also control for changes in the local workforce 

over time, including demographic characteristics and income, and for time-varying local 

economic conditions, including natural disasters.  

I find that that the addition of new nonprofits does not significantly increase the number 

of donors or substantially increase total giving. Under some functional forms, average gift size 

(giving per donor) increases in a statistically significant way, but the effect is not economically 

significant. Instead, these results show that, as the number of organizations grow, donations per 

organization decrease. This result holds in the individual data as well, where individual fixed 

effects are added to mitigate identification concerns regarding the changing nature of the federal 

workforce. Although I argue that measurement error and downward bias in organizational counts 

are unlikely, in the robustness section, I discuss possible sources of downward bias, including 

measurement error and omitted variables, and show that results are robust to including only 

campaigns judged to have low possibility of measurement error. Through heterogeneity analysis, 

I find that local administrative zones with a high proportion military respond differently to 

increases in charitable options – participation increases in these zones and per-donor giving 

decreases. These results jointly indicate that having additional charities leads to new, smaller-

than-average gifts in zones with a high proportion of military donors. 
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In cases where a donor switches giving to one of the new organizations, what patterns can 

be observed? In 42% of cases, donors switch from an organization within the same subsector; in 

58% of cases, donors switch between subsectors to give to a new organization. The observed 

pattern of cross-subsector switching is somewhat surprising, as most analyses of the nonprofit 

sector assume that nonprofits are mostly competing with other organizations within their specific 

mission area. Organizations may be even more concerned about rising competition if they 

recognize that many of the donors they lose to new organizations are not going to organizations 

pursuing a closely-related mission, widening the scope of organizations who are considered 

“competitors.” 

If the findings here hold more broadly, the boom in nonprofits in recent decades may be 

negatively affecting the efficiency of the sector and the public goods and social services it 

provides. As the sector continues to grow, we can expect the average organization to receive 

fewer charitable contributions. If each new organization incurs fixed administrative costs, then 

policymakers should be concerned that the nonprofit boom means less resources are available for 

public goods and service delivery. Unless new nonprofits are substantially more efficient, this is 

a problem. Government and foundations may want to respond by adjusting grantmaking 

guidelines to discourage duplication of services or encourage mergers, when appropriate. 

Policymakers may also become more cautious regarding social entrepreneurship initiatives, 

especially in fields with effective incumbent organizations. 

This paper proceeds as follows: Sections II and III provide the institutional and 

theoretical context for the analysis; Section IV is a data overview; Section V and VI explain the 

method of analysis and how I have handled the identification challenges in this context; findings 

and robustness check results are in sections VII and VIII; Section IX provides some additional 

suggestive finding which serve to support my interpretation of the findings; and Section X 

concludes. 
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II. Institutional Context  
The Combined Federal Campaign (CFC) is the employee giving program for the federal 

workforce. 5  The federal workforce includes members of the military, postal workers, and all 

civilian employees of the federal government, making the CFC the largest workplace giving 

campaign in the nation. The CFC is part of a broader group of workplace giving programs like 

the United Way. Together, workplace giving programs reach about 25% of American workers 

(NCRP 2003), with about $4 billion collected annually (Giving USA 2007). Both the funds 

raised by the CFC and the number of participating charities have risen since the program was 

formalized in 1971 by President Nixon.  

For the purposes of the CFC, the country is divided up into approximately 150 

geographic zones. Each geographic zone is made up of one or more counties. In some areas of 

the country, CFC geographic zones encompass a whole state or even a multi-state area. The 2013 

map of CFC geographic zones is shown in Figure 1.6 

Using the CFC to study the relationship between nonprofit proliferation and donor 

revenues has three analytical advantages. First, the charities to which donors can contribute are 

tightly regulated. This minimizes some common concerns related to market definition. 

Researchers attempting to define nonprofit markets typically face issues with determining the 

appropriate market borders and observing the charities present in the market. In other contexts, 

individuals give to nonprofits in cities far from their homes (such as alma maters, etc.). 

Furthermore, nonprofit locations can be difficult to determine because researchers may only 

observe headquarter locations rather than local and regional offices. 

                                                           
5 The campaign period typically runs from September 15 to December 15. It is occasionally adjusted for disruptive events like 
emergencies and government shutdowns. 
6 The national structure is overseen by the OPM. The OPM contracts with one nonprofit organization in each geographic zone to 
administer the campaign (they produce the materials, organize the volunteers, collect and process forms) at the local level. The 
administering nonprofit is often a United Way or another large, prominent nonprofit. The administering nonprofit is chosen by a 
coordinating committee of federal employees who work within the local geographic zone.  Occasionally, the local coordinating 
committee decides to change the geographic boundaries of the local campaign zones. One common change is adding counties 
which were previously not covered by any local campaign zone. Another common change is the consolidation of two local 
campaign zones. When local campaign zones consolidate, one of the administering nonprofits becomes responsible for a larger 
geographic area and donors in each geographic area are able to give to participating nonprofit organizations in either of the 
original geographic regions. Simultaneously, there are often upgrades to services like online giving options. Thus, this cannot be 
used as an instrument, and I do not use this variation for my identification.  
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 In contrast, the CFC is structured by federal law and national rules. Thus, a researcher 

can perfectly observe each of the closed markets (shown in Figure 1) and the charities to which a 

donor can contribute.7 Under federal rules, an organization’s eligibility is tied to its operating 

locations.8 Charities can participate either at the national level or at the local level. To participate 

at the local level a nonprofit must demonstrate that tit has a “substantial” program presence in or 

adjacent to the campaign’s geographic borders (OPM 2013). To participate at the national level, 

a nonprofit must demonstrate that it provides services in 15 or more states or a foreign country in 

the prior three years. Participating at the national level means that charities will be listed in the 

charity booklet for every geographic zone across the country. Currently, more than 2000 

charities participate at the national level. Figure 2 shows how many geographic zones each 

charity participates in. 

Second, regulations concerning CFC operations also minimize concerns about 

endogenous solicitation efforts. In most models, giving by individuals is determined both by the 

charities in the market and the solicitation efforts of those charities. If charities change their 

solicitation when competition increases, it can be difficult to separate the effect of competition 

from the effect of solicitation.  

In the case of the CFC, charities are able to do very little to influence donor choices. This 

is because the information provided to donors is tightly controlled. Annually, each federal 

employee receives a list of eligible charities specific to their geographic zone. The format of this 

list is tightly controlled. Information on the eligible charities is limited to the charity’s name, 

categories of work, overhead ratio, website, and a 25-word statement. For an example, see Figure 

3. Employees who choose to donate can do so by means of a paper pledge card (shown in Figure 

4) or by using one or more online giving systems. Charities are also severely limited in the 

mailings and communications they are allowed to have with potential federal donors.9 

                                                           
7 To understand the degree to which a researcher who only observes headquarters locations would misidentify the “location” of 
charities, see Figure 5. This graph shows that 1/3 of charities operate in at least 2 geographic markets and would be misidentified 
under the “typical” market identification assumptions.  
8 These rules have evolved over the last 20 years, as the Office of Personnel and Management (OPM) has worked to allow a 
broad range of charities to participate while encouraging accountability to donors. 
9 One form of solicitation which is not restricted is mass advertising, including billboards. This is mostly present in Washington 
DC, the market in which there are the most federal employees. Because of this, I run robustness checks excluding the DC 
campaign region. 
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In addition, the Combined Federal Campaign is both important in its own right and 

understudied. Even though the CFC is the largest workplace giving campaign in the nation, few 

empirical analyses exist which attempt to understand the influences on giving to the CFC. Most 

noticeable of these is Bowman (2006), which analyzes the role of charity overhead ratios on 

donor decisionmaking within the CFC. Empirical studies on workplace giving outside of the 

CFC are also limited, but have been increasing in recent years (see Osili et al. 2011, Agypt et al. 

2012, Leslie et al. 2012, Nesbit et al. 2012).  

III. Theoretical Framework 
There is no common, agreed-upon theory for donor giving behavior as the number of 

nonprofit choices in a market increases. Furthermore, important theories exist which predict that 

giving with increase, decrease, and remain the same. The empirical evidence in this paper 

provides support for some theories over others, but does not attempt to prove that one theory 

applies to the exclusion of others.  

Microeconomic theory based on principles of differentiated products predicts that the 

addition of new nonprofits will increase giving. Many (if not all) nonprofits work to differentiate 

their goods and services from those of other nonprofits (Aldashev and Verdier 2010). Donors 

also have heterogeneous preferences, demonstrated by their attraction to different types of 

charitable causes and different ideas about how missions are best achieved. Given these 

preferences, when more nonprofits enter a market, the quality of the donor-nonprofit match 

improves. When match improves, donors derive more utility from donating to charity. As the 

attractiveness of charitable giving increases, donors contribute more and reduce personal 

consumption. Donors who were previously giving to nonprofits to which they were not well-

matched increase their gifts and former non-donors who were unhappy with the previous 

nonprofit options become donors. Thus aggregate giving increases.  

There are several theoretical reasons why new organizations might not increase aggregate 

giving. One reason is because donors may gain utility directly and solely from the act of giving, 

which the literature terms “warm-glow” motivation for giving. It is only the act of giving, not the 

goods and services produced by the nonprofit, which changes donor utility. Donors might 

experience “warm glow” because of religious beliefs, social recognition, or feelings of self-
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esteem which are driven solely by the amount given. In this case, although a new nonprofit may 

be a better match for the donor’s preferences, the “warm glow” value of donating a dollar does 

not increase. Therefore, donors do not increase donations as the number of nonprofits in the 

market increases. 

Another possibility is that donors have fixed philanthropic budgets which are not swayed 

by the number or makeup of nonprofits in their market. This framework does not deny that 

nonprofits and consumer preferences are heterogeneous or that new nonprofits allow donors to 

improve their match. However, because of their fixed budgets, donors in this framework are not 

expected to increase their giving, although donors may shift their gifts to more preferred 

organizations. This idea of budgeting for specific types of expenses is taken from the psychology 

and behavioral economics concept of “mental accounting” (Thaler 1999 and others). In this 

framework, spending is not equally fungible across all categories of consumption. Instead, 

consumers can partition their spending by mentally earmarking funds for certain activities, 

including charitable giving. Indeed, the Christian concept of tithing—where 10% of one’s 

income is reserved for charitable endeavors—could be seen as a form of charitable earmarking. 

Furthermore, past qualitative research has established that individuals mentally set charitable 

giving budgets, but often regard these budgets as malleable (LaBarge and Stinton 2014). The 

mental accounting explanation differs from the “warm glow” explanation in an important way. 

Under mental accounting, the arrival of new nonprofits may increase donor utility without 

increasing giving; under pure “warm glow” utility is determined solely by the amount donated 

and does not increase if giving does not increase. 

It is also possible that giving remains the same because donors see the new nonprofits as 

no different than the old ones. They find them to be perfect substitutes for the old nonprofits. In 

this case, donor utility remains the same, and donors are indifferent between giving to the old 

and the new nonprofits. Since they are indifferent, they arbitrarily select either a new or old 

nonprofit for their gift, and therefore divert some of the funds they would have given to the old 

nonprofits. In this case, like in the warm glow case, donor utility does not increase as the number 

of nonprofits increases. 

Finally, there are theoretical reasons to believe that increasing the number of choices may 

decrease giving. The “choice overload hypothesis” states that too much choice can be stressful 
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for decisionmakers and may even prevent people from making any choice at all. This 

phenomenon has been documented in a number of choice contexts, although other work shows 

no relationship (for contradictory overviews see Scheibehenne, Greifeneder, and Todd (2010) as 

well as Chernev, Böckenholt, and Goodman (2010)). If this applies in the context of charitable 

giving, then it is possible that increasing the number of choices may not only decrease giving but 

also overall donor utility. 

IV. Data 
To understand the relationship between nonprofit proliferation and giving, I use data on 

nonprofit participation in and employee giving through the CFC. The CFC data spans 2004-2013 

and tracks all federal employee giving for more than 160 markets/geographic regions. In 

addition, I have individual-level CFC data for more than 55 markets from 2008-2013.  

Aggregate Data:  

The CFC has provided aggregate data from 2004 to 2013 for this work as well as data on 

participation by nonprofit organizations from 2008-2013. The data cover charities and giving for 

each of approximately 163 campaign regions10. The CFC charity data set includes the list of 

participating charities (local and national), the federation (if any) that the charity is affiliated 

with11, the charity’s stated areas of work, its approximate overhead rate, and the EIN number of 

the charity. The EIN number allows for matching with charitable tax returns, which provides 

data on charitable finances.12  

The CFC aggregate giving data set includes the total giving, the giving to each national 

federation (and charities participating outside of federations at the national level), the total giving 

to local charities, the total number of employees, and the number of employees who made 

donations. Table 1 shows summary statistics for the aggregate data provided by the Office of the 

CFC. Total pledges are inflation-adjusted to 2011 dollars.  

                                                           
10 In fact, the number of campaigns shrank over the past 10 years. In 2004, there were 313 campaigns. By 2013, there were 163. 
11 Examples of federations include: Animal Charities of America Federation, Jewish Charities of America Federation, and 
Children’s Medical and Research Charities of America Federation. 
12 This matching is imperfect and not used in the current analysis because charity offices from several regions may be 
consolidated in a group return. 
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The table shows that the number of donors and dollars pledged to the CFC have 

decreased substantially over time. The total number of employees solicited as part of the CFC 

increased between 2008 and 2010, and then decreased somewhat from the 2010 high. Therefore 

donors per employee, which I will refer to as participation, has decreased. In fact, participation 

decreased from approximately 28 percent to 16 percent over this time period. Furthermore, per 

employee giving has decreased over time while per donor giving has increased. It is appears this 

is because the smallest donors have been the ones to drop out of the CFC. These trends are 

illustrated in Figures 5 and quantified in Table 2. 

Table 1 also shows that the number of local geographic zones have decreased. This is the 

result of consolidation of geographic zones over the time period in question. Meanwhile, the 

number of national charities has increased. Furthermore, all quartiles of the distribution of local 

charities have increased; in 2013, the typical federal employee has more options than she did in 

2010 for both local and national organizations.13 Despite the growth in options, the number of 

unique local charities participating has declined somewhat. 

Individual Giving Data:  

The CFC has also provided anonymized, individual-level giving data for over 55 local 

geographic zones from 2008-201414. The data comes from CFC Nexus, a software vendor for the 

CFC. These individual-level data include observations for 191,000 individuals matched to donor 

IDs. The 191,000 individuals in the data make about 288,000 pledges. About 30% of individuals 

appear in two years or more.15  

For each donor, the individual data reveals both the total they pledged for the year and 

the charities they selected. The data includes information both on the total an individual donates 

in a year, which I refer to as the individual’s pledge, and the amount the individual donates to 

                                                           
13 The increase in local options is due not only to entry of new local organizations, but also to consolidation of campaign 
administrative zones – the combining of local administrative regions for the purposes of the CFC. Following consolidation, 
employees can donate to local organizations from either of the original geographic regions, increasing options. However, other 
changes may also occur during this consolidation process, so I do not use this variation in my analysis. 
14 The Nexus data contains a subset of the giving accounted for by the national office. The proportion of giving captured varies 
by year and by campaign. Nexus staff explains that this is because some campaigns do not enter all of their paper pledges into the 
Nexus system. For 2013, the proportion of giving for the relevant campaigns ranges from 4% to 99%. The mean proportion is 
54%. The proportion of giving in Nexus campaigns captured by the system has grown over time.  
15 The data is also capable of recording gifts from paper pledges, although not all local geographic zones use this option. Paper 
pledgesare not tracked by a permanent ID, and so cannot be linked longitudinally. There are 582,000 paper pledges in the data. 
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each charity he or she selects, which I refer to as an individual’s gifts. Summary statistics for this 

data are included in Table 3. The increase in pledges shown in Table 3 reflects the increasing 

coverage of the individual data (increased use of the online giving system) over the period 

between 2008 and 2013. As shown, the number of local geogrphic zones covered increased to 62 

over this time period. Local geographic zones differed in their individual gift recording; at a 

minimum, online gifts are recorded, although many campaigns also recorded paper gifts 

individually in the system.16  

The individual data summmarized in Table 3 includes some additional changes in giving 

patterns over this time period, although these may the result of selection effects as the 

composition of the indivdiual data changes. While the median pledge in this data decreased 

slightly over the time period, the mean and 75th percentile increased substantially. It appears that 

either donors in the individual giving sample were increasing their pledges or larger donors were 

selecting into the individual giving sample by making online gifts. Or, the local geoegraphic 

zones which switch to the software system tend to have larger gifts. The mean pledge was $394 

and the median was $200 (when both online and paper pledges are considered). The distribution 

of pledges was substantially skewed. Pledging small amounts was most common, although a few 

large pledge outliers exist. Table 4 compares the full data with the online giving sample (the 

selected subsample) and the paper giving records (the excluded data).  

When individuals make their pledges through the online system, CFC Nexus captures 

several fields which may be used to infer additional demographic characteristics. First, the office 

where the employee works is recorded, with the address and zip code information typically 

included17, which will make it possible to tie the individual to time-varying characteristics 

specific to that worker’s location. The individual’s gender can be inferred for about 60% of the 

                                                           
16 These are not traceable over time and are therefore excluded from most analyses. 
17 State information is provided by the donor in 73% of cases. I am able to identify state for an additional 0.2% of cases using the 
zip code information. Finally, I impute state based on the campaign headquarters in the remaining cases. This procedure may be 
suspect, because many campaigns cross state lines, and I find that 81% of imputed states might be affected by this phenomenon. 
Results are robust to excluding cases with imputed states, although power does decline.  Zip code information is provided by the 
donor in 67% of cases. I am able to identify zip code for an additional 2% of cases by observing either the donor’s city and state,  
their zip code in other adjoining years (where the office name remains the same), or the zip code listed by others in their office 
(thus the remaining missing zip codes are missing at an office level). One purpose of zip code information is to identify pre-
merger campaign for individuals who change campaigns due to a merger. When zip code is not available, I use Nexus notes to 
determine which of the pre-merger campaigns an office was participating in. This allows me to identify pre-merger campaign for 
all but 739 cases (0.6% of cases).  
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records through gendered titles (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss). For 82% of the records, the data reveal if the 

employee is civilian or military.18  

There are 22,500 nonprofits with gifts over the seven years in the individual giving 

database. In 2014, nearly 16,000 nonprofits are represented, although only 7,400 of these are tied 

to user IDs rather than paper pledges. One of the research benefits of using the CFC data is the 

ability to observe gifts to multiple organizations by one individual. Still, the marjority of the 

pledges in this data set (60%) are directed to only one nonprofit. An additional 25% of pledges 

are divded among two or three nonprofits. Approximately 11% of pledges are split between four 

or five nonprofits. The remaining 9% of gifts go to six or more nonprofits. On average, those 

donating through the Nexus online system (and participating in more than one year) split their 

pledge among more charities than those donating by paper pledges. 

Although a large number of charities receive gifts through the CFC, most gifts are 

concentrated among a very small group of charities. Within the individual data, I find that 80% 

of gifts go to 13.0% of the charities in 2013.19 Table 5 expands on this statistic for 2014, 

showing that 10% of the charities receive 75% of the gifts, and 20% of the charities receive 86% 

of the gifts. The concentration of giving grew during the time period in the data, with 10% of 

charities receiving 62% of gifts and 20% receiving 76% of the gifts in 2008. 

Data for Control Variables: 

Three main types of control variables are used in the analysis to control for time-varying 

characteristics of the local geographic zones. I control for characteristics of federal workers, 

economic conditions, and disasters.20 Table 6 shows summary statistics for the control variables 

available. 

                                                           
18 Furthermore, the data include the branch and rank for those that identify as military. Finally, the records show if the donor 
accepted a recognition item18 from the CFC (32% did) and if they released their gift amount information to the charity (18.5% 
did).  
19 For the purposes of this statistic, I am considering local affiliates to be separate organizations from the national (umbrella) 
organization. I don’t count “Unassigned” as an organization, although this is the largest designation. 
20 My control variables rely on data sources which are recorded at the county or state level rather than at a level which 
corresponds to the CFC’s geographic zones. To convert these data sources to a market or geographic zone level, I use maps 
provided by the CFC along with information on boundary changes over time. I determine the counties covered by each 
geographic zone in each year. For control variables available at the county level, I compute a simple average or a weighted 
average based on the counties in the geographic zone. For control variables available at the state level only, more steps are 
required. If the zone’s counties are within a single state, I simply use the state values as the measures for the zone. If the zone’s 
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Data on employee characteristics comes from three sources. The Office of Personnel 

Management releases individual-level data on federal civilian employees matched to the state of 

employment. Included employee characteristics are gender, occupation category, work status, 

salary, length of service, age range, and agency.21 I use Congressional Research Service data on 

the size of the postal workforce by state in 2009-2014.22 I use annual military demographics 

reports (and the military census in earlier years) to obtain annual military personal counts at the 

state level. The counts by state-year from these three data sources allow for the estimation of 

percent postal employees and percent military employees by state-year. When calculated in this 

way, North Carolina has the largest percentage military and Maine has the lowest percentage 

military. Iowa has the highest percentage postal, and Hawaii has the lowest. 

To generate economic controls for each geographic zone in each year, I used 

unemployment data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and per capita personal income data 

available from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.  To determine an unemployment rate for each 

local geographic zone and year, I divided the total civilian unemployment in the within-zone 

counties by the total civilian labor force in the counties.23  

Disaster information comes from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). 

Information on all presidentially-declared disasters from 2004-2014 was recorded from the 

FEMA website. Disaster data specifies the geography, disaster type, and financial allocations 

related to the disaster. Only disasters during the campaign period (Sept-December) are included 

are included in the count and dollar amount variables. The disaster counts include disasters of all 

types within the state, and the disaster dollar amount is the sum of individual and public 

allocations related to disaster recovery within the state, adjusted to 2011 dollars.24 

Two versions of an urbanness measure are constructed. The first generates county-level 

population density measures using populations from the U.S. Census Bureau (2000-2010) and 

                                                           
counties span more than one state, I take the weighted average of the state values, using the proportion of counties in each state as 
the weights. 
21 My data on the characteristics of employees are incomplete at this time, as they exclude postal service and military personnel.  
22 Reports are available for each year, although the date of the data varies somewhat by report (2009 data is from March 2010, for 
example). The data for 2009 and 2010 is for career employees only. I estimate the total postal employees by state for those years 
under the assumption that the proportion of career to non-career employees is same across states and calculate this proportion 
using total employee counts from the CRS reports. 
23 The BLS does not include economic data for two of the FIPS regions I coded (Bedford City, VA and Kalawao, HI) so these 
were not included in the averaging. 
24 While disasters are declared at the county level, the available recovery allocation data is recorded at the state level.   
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American Community Survey (2011-2014) and the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2010 estimate of land 

area. Then these county-level measures are converted to a measure for the local geographic zone 

using the weighted average based on the population of each county. Urbanness is also measured 

by the Rural-Urban Continuum Codes (USDA). This codifies the population of urban counties 

and the population and proximity to urban areas of non-urban counties. Because these codes are 

ordinal, there is no clear way to generate measures for the local geographic zones. I choose to 

measure the urbanness of a zone by the code of its most urban portion (this is the minimum value 

of the RUCC).  

Finally, the local geographic zone’s region was assigned based on the Census’ 9-region 

and 4-region categories. When zones span multiple sates, the region was assigned based on the 

majority of the counties within the geographic zone.25  

V. Method of Analysis  
My approach takes advantage of the fact that federal employees in each local geographic 

zone face a separate list of nonprofit options when making CFC gifts. These options have grown 

differentially across geographic zones, allowing me to distinguish between changes due to new 

nonprofits and changes due to time, economic conditions, and federal workforce composition. 

The two data sources—the aggregate data and the individual-level data—are able to 

answer different questions. The aggregate data includes not only information on giving, but also 

information on the number of donors and the number of employees solicited. Therefore, it can 

answer questions about giving per employee, average giving (giving per donor), and 

participation (donors per employee). The individual data only includes records for those who 

donate. Therefore, it can only answer questions regarding average giving. However, since it also 

includes information on specific pledges, it can answer more questions about patterns of giving 

and substitution among charities. 

Using the aggregate data, I use OLS regression to understand the relationship between the 

number of charities in a geographic zone, which is the relevant market in the CFC, and giving. 

The main giving statistic I am interested in giving per employee (each solicited employee is a 

                                                           
25 When a zone’s counties are equally split among two regions, the region of the zone’s headquarters is used. 
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potential donor). I later separately evaluate two components which influence this statistic, 

participation and giving per donor.  

The log-log functional form is a straightforward regression of log giving per employee 

(total giving divided by number of employees) on the log number of nonprofits in a zone (there 

are 200+ CFC geographic zones/markets during this time period, and the number of nonprofits 

includes both local and national nonprofits on the CFC list), vectors of demographic and 

economic controls, and fixed effects for the zone and year. Subscript zy indicates that each of 

these variables is measured at the zone-year level in the aggregate data. Standard errors are 

clustered at the zone level. The log-log form assumes that percentage changes in the number of 

nonprofits in a market are more important than absolute number changes, which is the unit of 

analysis in a linear model. This form also reduces concerns about heteroskedasticity and 

skewness in the errors. 

log�𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧�

= 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 log�𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧� + 𝛽𝛽2𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔�𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧� + 𝜷𝜷𝟑𝟑 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝐳𝐳𝐳𝐳 + 𝜷𝜷𝟒𝟒𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬𝒛𝒛𝑬𝑬

+ 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝑔𝑔𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔 + 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑔𝑔𝛿𝛿𝑔𝑔 + 𝜖𝜖𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 

To account for some non-linearities in the relationship between giving and number of 

employees (diminishing returns to scale), I control for log number of employees solicited on the 

right-hand-side of the equation. Demographic controls include measures for federal workforce 

composition at the market level, including gender composition, work status (percent permanent 

& full-time), job type (percent professional, percent administrative), average salary, average 

length of service, average age, percent military, and percent postal service. Economic controls 

include per capita personal income, unemployment rates, population density, number of 

disasters, and disaster severity. The year fixed effects capture nationwide economic trends and 

any differences with how the CFC conducted the campaign from year to year. The zone fixed 

effects capture unobserved differences among zones/markets that persist over time, such as local 

generosity or traditions.26  The resulting identifying variation comes from changes within a 

                                                           
26 Time-varying local differences which are correlated with the number of nonprofits could affect this model, but most of these 
should be captured by the economic and demographic controls. Reverse causality (local nonprofits entering the zone because they 
anticipate an uptick in giving unrelated to the economy or worker characteristics) also cannot be accounted for with this model, 
although stories of this type assume a great deal of prescience on the part of nonprofit organizations, and are mitigated by the fact 
that most of my variation comes from the entry of nonprofits nationally, which is plausibly exogenous to local conditions, after 
controlling for year fixed effects. 
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market over time and especially from the fact that entry into the national campaign (which is 

plausibly exogenous to local conditions) is perceived as a larger percentage increase in 

campaigns with small local lists. Figure 6 shows that substantial variation exists in the change in 

log(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔) over time.  

I analyze two additional dependent variables to further illuminate the relationship 

between the number of nonprofits in a market and giving—the participation rate and the average 

gift. The participation rate is the number of donors divided by the number of federal employees 

solicited in local geographic zone. This is the extensive margin. If the number of charities affects 

the participation rate, then non-donors are being converted to donors by the new options. The 

average gift is the total giving in a local geographic zone divided by the number of donors 

(giving per donor) or the average gift conditional on having given some amount (𝑔𝑔𝚤𝚤� |𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 > 0). 

This is the intensive margin. If the number of charities affects the average gift, then if all else is 

equal the donors are giving larger gifts (likely because of a better match between their interests 

and the charity’s characteristics). The average gift and the participation rate are the two 

components of the giving per employee statistic.  

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

=
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔
𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

×
𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

 

Giving Per Employee =  Average Gift × Participation Rate 

Next, I use the individual data to further investigate the relationship between the number 

of charities and giving by donors. All individual results will necessarily be investigating the 

average gift, since only donors are observed. The individual data is a powerful way of looking at 

this question, since I can include individual fixed effects to control for time-invariant 

characteristics of individuals, while also controlling for time-varying market characteristics. 

Using individual fixed effects means that changes to the compositions of federal workers or CFC 

donors cannot be driving my results. I estimate a log-log fixed effects model for individuals, i, 

taking part in a local administrative zone, z, in a given year, y. Because the total number of 

charities varies at the zone-year level, I cluster my standard errors at the zone level. 

log (𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧) = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1log (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)  +  𝛽𝛽2𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔�𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧� + 𝜷𝜷𝟑𝟑 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝐳𝐳𝐳𝐳 + 𝜷𝜷𝟒𝟒𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬𝒛𝒛𝑬𝑬

+ 𝜂𝜂𝐼𝐼𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑁𝑁𝛿𝛿𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑔𝑔𝛿𝛿𝑔𝑔𝑧𝑧  + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧 
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I confirm results of both the aggregate and individual analyses using alternative 

functional forms. The primary among these is a linear form. The linear form includes the same 

control variables as the linear form and the same fixed effects.  

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧

= 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧 + 𝜷𝜷𝟐𝟐𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬 + 𝜷𝜷𝟑𝟑𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬 +  𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛿𝛿𝑔𝑔𝛾𝛾𝑔𝑔𝛾𝛾 + 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑔𝑔𝛿𝛿𝑔𝑔 + 𝜖𝜖𝑐𝑐𝑧𝑧 

As an extension, I also examine how increases in the number of nonprofits within a 

subsector change the amount of giving directed to that subsector (vs. other subsectors). The logic 

is that donors may value new choices in some subsectors more than in others, either because the 

new nonprofits in some subsectors are more discernably different from preexisting organizations 

or because donors to these subsectors value variety more highly. To do so, I use the most well-

known nonprofit classification scheme (NTEE codes) to divide nonprofits into 5 subsectors: 

Arts, Education, Health, Human Services, and Other (which includes environmental, 

international, and religious nonprofits, among others). Because of the large number of zeros in 

this data (some donors only give to one subector’s nonprofits, leading to zeros in the data for 

their gifts to other subsectors), I use Tobit analyses to evaluate the effect.  

As is typical in a tobit model, I am concerned with the underlying propensity of 

individual i to donate to local nonprofits (or the other dependent variables investigated) in year y. 

The tobit model acknowledges this propensity can be any real number (−∞ to + ∞) and that if 

the propensity is in the negative range, the donated amount will be zero; otherwise the propensity 

will equal the true gift. Like in the OLS models estimated earlier, I include a full set of control 

variables and a normally distributed error term, 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧. The model includes individual-specific 

random effects 𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖which are i.i.d, 𝑁𝑁�0,𝜎𝜎𝜂𝜂2� and assumed to be independent of  𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧, which are 

i.i.d, 𝑁𝑁(0,𝜎𝜎𝜔𝜔2). 

𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔  +  𝜷𝜷𝟐𝟐𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬 + 𝜷𝜷𝟑𝟑𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑫𝑬𝑬 + 𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑔𝑔𝛿𝛿𝑔𝑔𝑧𝑧  + 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧 

The model includes random effects rather than treating 𝜂𝜂 as coefficients to be estimated. Not 

only would including fixed effects be computationally difficult, but a fixed effect model would 

also lead to biased estimates of  𝛽𝛽1 and the other coefficients in the model.  
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VI. Identification Challenges 
The goal of this research is to identify the effect of the number of giving options on total 

giving (here, normalized as giving per employee). In research of this type, it is difficult to 

distinguish between locations which have more giving because they have more nonprofits and 

locations which have more nonprofits and more giving because they have characteristics which 

are valuable to both nonprofits and donors. To overcome this challenge, I use data which is 

longitudinal. Longitudinal data permits me to use of market (geographic zone) fixed effects, 

which control for the characteristics of the geographic zones which remain constant over time. I 

am also able to control for observable economic characteristics at the level of the geographic 

zones.  

A second challenge is unique to my data, which is specifically on giving by federal 

workers. Federal workers across all locations can be influenced by correlated shocks to their 

propensity to give because they may encounter similar pay changes or career stability concerns 

because they share an employer (the federal government).27 Therefore, I include year fixed 

effects to control for any policies or trends which affect federal workers as a whole. This is 

possible because the number of giving options (the number of eligible nonprofits) changes each 

year and varies by geographic zone. Furthermore, the composition of federal workers (and of 

donors) may have changed during this time period. With my aggregate data, I am able to control 

for characteristics of federal workers in a state and proportion of military and postal workers. 

Furthermore, because I have individual level data, I can include individual fixed effects. This 

separates the effect I observe from the changing composition of the federal workforce.  

The remaining challenge to identification in the aggregate data is omitted variables which 

vary across time and differ by geographic zone. To bias my results, these characteristics would 

have to be correlated with both the number of nonprofit organizations participating in the CFC 

and the giving decisions of employees. Because nonprofits must apply to the CFC five to nine 

months before donations begin there is a built-in lag in the independent variable of interest. 

Therefore, any unobserved characteristic would need be serially correlated without being 

constant to pose a challenge to identification. For this to be an issue, nonprofits would need to be 

                                                           
27 For instance, in the time period under study, government workers experienced three years of pay freeze (2011, 
2012, and 2013). The government shutdown of 2013 also involved unpaid furlough days for hundreds of thousands 
of employees.  
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able to predict, either because of time trends or knowledge about coming changes to the federal 

workforce, what will happen in the CFC campaign in the coming year and decide whether or not 

to fill out the (free, relatively quick) application based on that knowledge. 

The potential for endogeneity exists in all reduced form analyses of the effect of 

nonprofit options on total giving because, rather than being randomly assigned to enter a market, 

nonprofits choose to enter. Here, I take advantage of the fact that many nonprofit enter the CFC 

at a national level. National entry is plausibly unrelated to unobserved confounding variable, 

because a nonprofit’s decision to enter nationally is unlikely to be driven by unobserved change 

in the performance of a local administrative zone. While local nonprofits also choose to enter the 

CFC, the relatively minor role of the CFC in annual fundraising is an advantage, and concerns 

about endogeneity are more minimal. The major determinant of being included on a CFC choice 

list is a nonprofit’s presence in a marketplace, which is unlikely to be decided based on ability of 

an organization to participate in the CFC in that market. For nonprofits present within a market 

entry cost is small, and typically consists of several hours devoted to filing the necessary 

paperwork. Figure 7 confirms that many of the new nonprofits in the CFC are young—they 

recently received 501(c)3 status from the IRS—especially when compared to previously-eligible 

organizations. 

Ideally for identification the number of nonprofits participating in each geographic zone 

(or the change from the average in the geographic zone, in the case of our fixed effects model) 

would be random. A random change should not be predictable. To see whether this is the case in 

the CFC data, I regress the change in nonprofit organizations from the geographic zones’ average 

on the observed characteristics of the zone. When a log form is used (Table 7), there are no 

covariates which predict percent change in the number of nonprofits in the CFC, after including 

year and location fixed effects.  

Regardless, without true randomization or a natural experiment which makes the number 

of organizations “as good as” random, there is still the potential for bias resulting from changes 

over time in the community that are not observed in my data. If that is the case, then it would 

make sense for these unobservable characteristics to be positively correlated with the number of 

participating organizations and giving. That is, organizations should be drawn to participate in 
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the CFC if they believe giving is going to increase. If there is a bias, one would expect the 

direction to be positive; any positive coefficient would be overestimated. 

VII. Main Findings  
I begin here with a simple visual representation of the relationship between the total 

number of CFC charity options in a local geographic zone and the per employee pledges within 

that zone. The scatter plot shown in Figure 8 pools the data across time.28 The graph shows a 

positive relationship between the variables of interest, total nonprofits and per employee pledges 

through the CFC. Likewise, the scatter plot showing the average giving and number of nonprofits 

over time shows a positive relationship. In contrast, there seems to be no relationship between 

participation and the number of nonprofits. These relationships do not include controls for local 

characteristics which may make a city hospitable to both nonprofit organizations and donors. 

Furthermore, they may be driven by the underlying time trends in the CFC rather than any causal 

relationship between the variables. Regression analysis is required to disentangle these issues. 

Aggregate Data with Market and Year Fixed Effects: 

Table 8 examines the relationship between the number of charities in the CFC and per 

employee pledges. If there is an increase in per employee pledges when the number of charities 

increases, then this is showing that the total amount donated increases when the number of 

charities increases. The first model (1), which controls only for the size of a campaign, indicates 

a significant and positive relationship between nonprofit options and giving. This positive effect 

persists even after controlling for economic controls (2), demographic and professional 

characteristics of the employees within the zone (3), disasters during the campaign period (4), 

and nonlinear versions of these controls (5). The model with year fixed effects (6) identifies the 

relationship between nonprofit options and giving mainly using persistent effects across regions 

and shows a large positive effect; this indicates the importance of unobserved differences 

between regions and highlights the usefulness of the longitudinal data here. The preferred (7) 

controls for persistent differences between CFC local administrative zones. This model shows a 

positive, but insignificant, effect – it cannot be distinguished from zero. In other words, although 

regions with a large number of nonprofits participating also tend to have high levels of giving, 

                                                           
28 The scatter plot excludes DC-region campaigns, which tend to be outliers in terms of number of employees and contributions.  
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there is no evidence that increasing the number of charities within a region over time increases 

giving through the CFC. Table 9 shows that this finding does not change when using a linear 

functional form. 

 Table 10 shows the results for the intensive and extensive margins of giving, 

respectively. Columns (1) and (3) examine the change in average giving or giving per donor. 

With the proper controls, the linear form shows a statistically significant and positive result. In 

other words, I find that current donors increase their giving when the number of nonprofits in the 

CFC increases. The point estimate is $0.07 cents of increased contributions per donor. Average 

gifts range from $257 to $311 dollars over this time period, so this is a very small increase. The 

log-log model also produces positive but statistically insignificant results. 

 Columns (2) and (4) examine how participation in the CFC (giving any amount) is 

related to the number of nonprofit organizations. Participation is measured as donors per 

employee solicited, a percentage. The two models do not show a statistically significant 

relationship between the number of nonprofits and participation in the CFC. In fact, the point 

estimate for the log-log model is negative, which might be consistent with a negative reaction to 

an exceptionally long list of nonprofit options. 

Individual Data with Employee Fixed Effects:  

The individual giving data is important to this study, as it provides a means of testing the 

robustness of the aggregate data results to individual fixed effects. By using individual fixed 

effects, I avoid issues of selection which may make the relationship between average giving and 

the number of organizations in a market difficult to interpret.  

 In contrast to the aggregate results, I do not find a relationship between average giving 

and the number of nonprofits in the market when using the individual data. Table 11 shows a 

positive but insignificant relationship using both log-log and linear functional forms. While log-

log model (1) shows a significant positive relationship (it replicates the correlational scatter plot 

from figure 8), this relationship disappears after including control variables (2), fixed effects (3), 

or both (4), with the latter showing a 0.08 percent increase in donations for a 1 percent increase 

in nonprofit options. All of the linear form results (5-8) show insignificant relationships; the 

preferred linear model (8) estimates that each new nonprofit organization increases giving by 
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$0.03 per donor. The use of individual fixed effects means that this result is specifically for those 

individuals who participate through the Nexus online giving system in multiple years. Table 12 

shows that including individual fixed effects is important to the results, as zone fixed effects lead 

to both a large standard error and an illogical point estimate, especially in the log-log functional 

form. 

Heterogeneity Analyses:  

While these results show that there is no economically significant increase in giving as 

new nonprofits enter the CFC campaigns, it is possible that employee’s responsiveness to the 

number of nonprofit organizations may differ depending on characteristics of the geographic 

zone or characteristics of individual donors. I analyze whether responses vary by four 

characteristics of the geographic zone and three individual characteristics. The four campaign 

characteristics are: number of nonprofits, number of employees, urbanness (measured by density 

and presence of a major metropolitan city), and region (measured as the 4 census regions). The 

three individual characteristics are military service, gender (which is only available for non-

military individuals), and urbanness of place of work. I test heterogeneous effects in both the 

aggregate and individual giving data. For the continuous measures (number, number of 

employees, density, percent female, and percent military), I test both indicator variables for high 

and low values of the variable (splitting at approximately the sample median) and continuous 

versions of the variable. I employ both interactions with the number of nonprofits variable of 

interest and split sample specifications, while continuing to include the main model control 

variables and fixed effects for year and market.  

Table 13 indicates that the relationship between the number of charities and per capita 

giving is not different based on the subgroups analyzed. The majority of the relationships tested 

in Tables 14-16 are likewise insignificant. The one exception is campaigns with a high 

proportion military. Table 14 demonstrates that campaigns where a high proportion of the 

employees are military experience an average gift decrease compared to campaigns with a low 

proportion of military employees. This is the case both when looking at a continuous measure of 

percent military (row 4) and when looking at a binary indicator for “high” proportion military. 

The magnitude of the effect is large. For those campaigns with a low military proportion, a 1 

percent increase in organizations leads to a 1 percent increase in average gift size; for those with 
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a high military proportion, there is a 0.04 percent increase. Table 15 indicates that the reason for 

this decrease in gift size may be an increase in participation, although this is only significant 

when examining the continuous variable (row 4) not the indicator variable (row 10), which has a 

similar sign but is insignificant. Table 16, the heterogeneity analysis for the individual data, 

shows that average gift sizes do not change once I control for selection of individual into 

donating (through individual fixed effects). Looking especially at row 11, one can see that it is 

not that existing donors who are part of the military behave differently than civilian donors to an 

increase in nonprofit options. Taken together these results show that more organizations cause an 

increase in small gifts by military members who might not have given otherwise, driving down 

per-donor giving for this subgroup.  

Subsector Extension:  

 Table 17 examines whether the effect of adding nonprofit options differs by charitable 

subsector using a Tobit model. The presented results are marginal effects on the uncensored 

observations, which can be thought of as an effect on the intensive margin (pledge per donor or 

average gift). I find that a 1 percent increase in the number of arts and culture organizations leads 

to a .49 percent increase in the average gift to this subsector; a 1 percent increase in education 

organization increases average gifts to education by .41 percent. This can be interpreted as a 

decrease in the per-charity gift, since giving is not rising proportionally with the number of 

organizations in the market. This is especially true for health organizations, which show a .06 

percent increase. In contrast, donors appear to be very responsive to new human services and 

“other” organizations (which include international, environment, and religious organizations, 

among other categories). In both of these cases, increasing organizations by 1 percent increased 

giving by over 1 percent (1.18 percent for human services and 1.13 percent for other). It should 

be noted that the results presented here use individual random effects, not fixed effects, and so 

comparison between this table and previous results is not direct. 

VIII. Robustness Checks 
 Table 18 shows that the main result of the paper is robust to alternative specifications 

and alternative samples. The first column replicates the main result from Table 8. The next 

several columns show alternative model specifications. The second column shows the result 
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when the number of organizations is measured using the number of local organizations (rather 

than total organizations). The third column shows a regression with log(Total Giving)zy as the 

dependent variable. The fourth column shows two additional controls: first, a measure of the 

number of nonprofit establishments (from the QCEW data) in the zone, and second, a measure of 

the population density in the zone. The fifth column includes zone-specific time trends rather 

than zone fixed effects. The result is positive and so large as to be unbelievable. The coefficient 

is interpreted as a 1 percent increase in the number of organizations leading to a 3.3 percent 

increase in giving per employee. This can be explained by the short nature of the panel; these 

unit-specific time trends are likely to be highly variable and bias the results. The next three 

columns show alternative analysis samples. Column six excludes the DC region, which is 

unusual in terms of the number of federal employees and the hype surrounding the CFC. The 

seventh column shows the results are robust to including only those campaigns which are 

believed to have very accurate measures of the number of employee participating (there is some 

concern that correlated measurement error in number of employees could bias results because of 

inclusion on both sides of the model). Finally, column eight shows that the results are robust to 

excluding 2013 data, since this was the year of the sequester. 

Number of Participating Nonprofits 

 The individual data includes cases where people make gifts to organizations which are 

not listed on the list of eligible organizations provided by the OPM. Since the list of eligible 

organizations is the source of the count of local organizations in the regression analyses, this 

indicates that the measurement of the count of local organizations may include some error. The 

statistical effect of mismeasured organization counts on the results differs depending on if the 

mismeasurement takes the form of an uncorrelated positive error (randomly missing 

organizations which are equally spaced among all geographic zones), positive error correlated 

with the organization count, or classic measurement error (random missing organizations and 

random extra organizations). When examining the scatter plot in Figure 9, it appears that there is 

a positive correlation with the organization count. If this is the case, then we can assume the bias 

is positive. This means that the coefficient value in the regression is overestimating the true 

relationship between the number of organizations and giving. However, regressions of number of 

potentially missing organizations on the organization count (Table 20) fail to find a positive 
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correlation. In this case, we might conclude that the mismeasurement can be expressed as an 

uncorrelated positive error, which would have no effect on the coefficient of interest.29 

New Organization Giving  

 Another concern with the new charities is that they may be strictly inferior options. 

However, this does not seem to be the case, as there is positive giving to these organizations in 

each year observed. For those continually participating employees who are exposed to new 

organizations simply because those organizations choose to enter the campaign (truly “new” 

organizations, rather than organizations they are newly exposed to due to mergers), 3% of gifts 

were to new organizations post-2010. 

IX. Suggestive Evidence of Substitution Patterns 
 The final analysis in this paper examines substitution from existing organizations to 

new organizations joining the CFC. This type of substitution is observable in the individual-level 

data for those employees making gifts through the Nexus online system.30 To create this data set, 

first I identify organizations which appear (or reappear) on donors’ lists in 2011, 2012, or 201331. 

I then find the donor records32 associated with those gifts and identify a set of simple cases 

where substitution is easily identified. These include cases in which: 1) the donor only begins 

giving to one organization, and 2) the donor does not endogenously decide to increase or begin 

giving to another organization. This produces a data set of 972 substitutions to 416 new 

organizations by 675 individuals. 

 One common belief is that most donors substitute among organizations with similar 

missions. Therefore, competitive markets are often assumed to be organizations operating in the 

same subsector in the same geographic area. However, in the CFC, less than half of donors 

                                                           
29 The third possibility is that there are some “fake” organizations listed on the count of true organizations. In this case, there 
might be mismeasurement which is independent of the organization count and centered around zero (rather than strictly positive). 
In this case, the mismeasurement would be in the form of classical measurement error and the canonical attenuation bias result 
would apply. This would mean that the mismeasurement underestimates the true relationship and there could be a positive effect 
of number of organizations on giving. However, no evidence exists that the listings include any “fake” organizations, limiting the 
plausibility of this type of error. 
30 I cannot track giving over time for those individuals making pledges using the paper forms. Furthermore, I cannot use the 
individual-level data to examine those for whom their first year of participation includes giving to a new organization since 
appearing for the first time among the online givers does not imply that an employee is a new donor. 
31 I exclude appearances which happen in merger years. 
32 Excluding those “users” which appear to include gifts for multiple people. 
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substitute within the same subsector. Table 21 shows patterns of substitution by 10 categories of 

NTEE-CC codes/charitable subsector. Using this subsector definition, about 42 percent of 

substitutions occur within subsector. If this analysis is repeated using 26 categories of NTEE-CC 

codes, which define nonprofit subsectors more narrowly, then only 27 percent of substitutions 

occur within subsector. 

X. Discussion and Conclusions 
 Both of the functional forms examined here suggest that an increase in the number of 

nonprofits in the market does not lead to a significant increase in giving. There is no evidence 

that any relationship exists on the intensive margin; participation does not change with the 

number of nonprofits in a campaign. A positive relationship may exist between the number of 

nonprofits in a market and the gifts of participating individuals, although any effect is small 

when compared with the average gift over this time period. 

 One story reconciling the potentially disparate results for donors and non-donors is a 

story of donor attention. Donors might be better informed than non-donors about the list of 

charitable options. If employees are not in the habit of giving to the campaign, they might not 

examine changes in their choices from year to year. But employees in the habit of giving might 

review the list of options more closely and make more active decisions based on the new list of 

participating nonprofits. It is possible that the overall/per-capita giving correlations, which 

combine individuals on these two margins, are positive, but that the sample size is insufficient to 

detect this relationship. If such a story were to be true, it would be consistent with a model of 

donor decisionmaking where nonprofits produce heterogeneous public and private goods, where 

donors have heterogeneous preferences, and where increasing the number of nonprofits 

marginally increases the quality of the match between donors and nonprofits.  

 Even if one believes that a positive relationship between the number of nonprofits and 

giving exists, the magnitude of this effect means that entry has a negative effect on existing 

nonprofits. In other words, the giving market does not expand sufficiently to support the new 

nonprofit—the average entrant also “steals” donations from existing nonprofits. For example, 

consider a market like the Metropolitan Denver Area CFC, which has $3.05M gifts in 2011 and 
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2886 charity choices (including national, international, and local charities) available to 35,900 

potential donors (6,200 of whom contributed).  

 Taking the most generous positive and significant point estimates from the earlier 

analysis ($0.07 increase in average gift) would indicate that a one-charity increase is correlated 

with decreases in per-nonprofit donations from $1055.56 to $1055.35.  We can also consider the 

effect of adding 100 charities to the Denver CFC list (the typical increase in national options 

each year). In this scenario, per charity giving falls to $1035, which is a 2% decrease. 

From the results of this study, it seems that both of the narratives discussed in the 

beginning are true. New nonprofits do increase giving among current donors (leading to support 

for the traditional microeconomic view of how variety changes consumption being confirmed in 

the case of the nonprofit sector). This confirms some of the claims of those with a positive view 

of nonprofit proliferation. However, perhaps because of attention issues, they do not increase the 

number of people giving, at least in the context studied. Furthermore, the new nonprofits don’t 

increasing giving enough to avoid a “stealing” effect. Therefore the average giving to each 

organization decreases, confirming the negative perceptions of nonprofit proliferation as well. 

These results find that increasing the number of nonprofit choices does not significantly 

increase charitable giving and leads to “stealing” from existing nonprofits, at least in the context 

of the CFC. If this is true more broadly, what is the effect of nonprofit proliferation on the 

production of goods and services by the nonprofit sector? The answer depends on whether or not 

new organizations influence existing organizations to lower fixed costs or otherwise increase the 

productivity of the nonprofit sector. Under a case with sufficiently high fixed costs and 

sufficiently large number of nonprofits relative to donors, then increased giving may to lead to 

decreases in the amount of public goods produced. If administrative costs are endogenous, as in 

Aldeshev and Verdier (2010), then this possibility could lead to situations where new nonprofits 

are more productive or cause the sector overall to be more productive. Thus increasing the 

number of nonprofits could prompt nonprofits to lower administrative costs or increase the 

output for a given level of program costs, increasing the likelihood that public goods increase 

when the number of nonprofits increases. Determining which of these scenarios is occurring as 

the number of nonprofits in the United States increases requires further study. 
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A few caveats are in order for this study. It is possible that workplace giving may be 

unusual in terms of social pressures (Carman 2004), and social pressure has been shown to 

increase giving, although it is likely to exert a psychological cost on potential donors 

(DellaVigna et al. 2010). Mental accounting also notes that giving may differ depending on the 

source of the income. Thus giving from non-earned income, such as windfall income or perhaps 

even capital gains, may be different. If future work shows that there are differential motivations 

for giving in the workplace, this may limit the external validity of the results. 

This study examines the relationship between the boom in nonprofit organizations and 

the charitable resources that those organizations are able to access. It provides evidence that new 

nonprofits do not significantly increase the charitable resource pool. Instead, a larger group of 

organizations cuts the “giving pie” into increasingly smaller slices. The results here also 

contribute to the literature on donor decisionmaking. The results suggest that heterogeneous 

preferences and the quality of match between donors and nonprofits are not significant factors in 

giving at the population level, although this may be because the majority of potential donors are 

not attending to opportunities new nonprofits provide to increase their match quality and their 

utility. However, more research is needed. One natural next question is whether the same 

behavior is observed in a non-workplace setting or in a setting where the decision to donate is 

made over time. In any case, identifying the effect of the nonprofit boom on charitable resources 

is an important avenue for future research.  If government agencies, and other large funders and 

influencers, understand the costs and benefits of nonprofit fragmentation and competition, they 

can more effectively target funding and regulations to ensure that growth serves, rather than 

detracts from, social welfare.
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Figure 1. CFC Geographic Zones
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Figure 2. Number of Local Campaign Zones for Each Organization (EIN)

Note: Years 2008 through 2013 are included. Organizations without an EIN (approx 500 org-years) are excluded
from the graph. Most of these organizations are present in 1 or 2 locations.
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Figure 3. Sample of Charity Information Observed by Employees

(a) Included information

(b) Sample list of charity options
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Figure 4. Sample of Paper Pledge Card
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Table 1. Aggregate Summary Statistics

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Total Pledges (2011 dollars) 270,579,828 278,774,030 274,925,782 257,178,159 238,429,053 190,819,836
Total Employees Solicited 3,634,673 3,692,079 3,765,134 3,749,031 3,748,362 3,747,245
Total Number of Pledges 1,016,897 995,609 928,428 871,731 772,988 589,658
Participation 0.280 0.270 0.247 0.233 0.206 0.157
Per Capita Pledge (2011 dol) 74.44 75.51 73.02 68.60 63.61 50.92
Average Pledge (2011 dol) 266.08 280.00 296.12 295.02 308.45 323.61
Number of Campaign Zones 241 224 207 195 182 161
Number of National Nonprofits 2220 2313 2389 2497 2545 2583
Mean Number of Local Nonprofits 148.9 111.8 198.0 208.1 220.1 235.7
25th Percentile Locals 61.0 44.0 88.0 91.0 96.0 97.0
Median Locals 105.0 78.5 145.0 150.0 159.0 174.0
75th Percentile Locals 208.5 140.0 258.0 266.0 276.0 285.0

Total Unique Local Entities 20,694 16,198 22,261 21,930 21,271 20,746

Note: Local nonprofit counts for 2008 and 2009 may be unreliable. Results are checked for robustness to excluding these two years. Per capita pledges, average
pledge, and participation rate are each calculated at a national level. Per capita pledges is calculated by dividing the total pledges by the number of employees
solicited nationwide; average pledge is calculated by dividing the total pledges by the number of pledges nationwide; and participation is calculated by dividing
the number of pledges nationwide by the total employees solicited nationwide.
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Figure 5. Variation in Dependent Variables
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Table 2. Distribution of Dependent Variables

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Per Capita Pledge (2011 dollars) 74.44 75.51 73.02 68.60 63.61 50.92
Mean Per Capita Pledge 63.31 63.38 64.31 61.44 58.06 49.09
SE Per Capita Pledge 34.53 34.59 37.70 40.82 37.63 34.22
25th pctile Per Cap Pledge 40.37 40.18 40.05 35.31 33.70 28.65
Median Per Cap Pledge 55.27 56.69 55.93 51.98 50.56 40.18
75th pctile Per Cap Pledge 81.03 78.10 73.90 71.64 66.12 56.23

Average Pledge (2011 dollars) 266.08 280.00 296.12 295.02 308.45 323.61
Mean Avg Pledge 249.78 261.04 273.68 276.37 286.03 299.00
SE Avg Pledge 81.09 86.99 91.01 100.84 99.25 106.39
25th pctile Avg Pledge 197.49 206.70 217.05 207.30 213.90 227.80
Median Avg Pledge 247.74 256.52 267.69 275.43 284.41 291.67
75th pctile Avg Pledge 295.23 312.01 330.48 331.31 339.91 355.11

Participation 0.280 0.270 0.247 0.233 0.206 0.157
Mean Participation 0.257 0.244 0.239 0.224 0.202 0.167
SE Participation 0.110 0.100 0.109 0.097 0.091 0.103
25th pctile Participation 0.176 0.169 0.166 0.160 0.143 0.110
Median Participation 0.248 0.235 0.220 0.211 0.191 0.141
75th pctile Participation 0.318 0.296 0.289 0.269 0.236 0.200

Note: Per capita pledges, average pledge, and participation rate are each calculated at a national level. Per capita pledges is calculated by dividing the total
pledges by the number of employees solicited nationwide; average pledge is calculated by dividing the total pledges by the number of pledges nationwide;
and participation is calculated by dividing the number of pledges nationwide by the total employees solicited nationwide. The 25th percentile, median, and
75th percentile statistics are from the campaign-level distributions of these variables. Each of the three statistics is calculated at the campaign level, and the
distribution is evaluated and reported.
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Table 3. Individual Summary Statistics

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Total Pledges (2011 dollars) 3,151,304 6,898,952 12,152,758 18,055,893 27,219,634 36,261,569
Mean Pledge (2011 dollars) 416.12 434.61 401.35 429.93 434.03 527.13

25th Percentile Pledge 125.37 125.82 103.16 120.00 117.57 115.87
Median Pledge 271.64 272.61 268.21 260.00 254.73 251.05
75th Percentile Pledge 543.27 545.21 536.41 520.00 509.46 627.63

Number of Pledges 7,573 15,874 30,280 41,997 62,713 68,790
Number of Campaign Zones 17 25 37 47 59 62
Number of National Nonprofits 2,220 2,313 2,389 2,497 2,545 2,583
Mean Number of Local Nonprofits 226.9 203.0 312.9 313.0 310.1 367.2

25th Percentile Locals 132.5 110.0 160.0 171.0 174.0 185.0
Median Locals 235.0 164.0 246.0 266.0 286.0 293.0
75th Percentile Locals 292.0 263.0 408.0 373.0 348.0 399.0

Note: Sample includes only those individual and pledges and campaigns in the estimation sample. The estimation sample is limited to those individuals who
donate through the CFC Nexus software and therefore can be traced over time (i.e. no paper pledges).
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Table 4. Giving Distribution by Type of Pledge

N Mean Std Dev Min 25th Pctile Median 75th Pctile Max

All Individual Data
2008 Pledges 23418 181.711 (245.1900) 1.04 54.33 125.37 226.71 10052.64
2009 Pledges 96244 181.343 (332.3806) 0.01 52.42 109.04 226.47 42039.04
2010 Pledges 176133 169.277 (236.1515) 0.01 51.58 107.28 209.41 18774.49
2011 Pledges 220601 178.831 (292.2128) 0.01 52.00 120.00 240.00 23690.00
2012 Pledges 291020 176.585 (251.0258) 0.01 50.95 117.57 235.13 26717.10
2013 Pledges 476752 205.995 (457.5694) 0.01 50.21 125.53 251.05 171389.02
Individual Data Subsample
2008 Pledges 16655 189.211 (240.3018) 1.04 54.33 125.37 250.74 6111.82
2009 Pledges 35704 193.250 (248.1145) 1.05 62.91 125.82 262.12 9436.37
2010 Pledges 64578 188.187 (250.1931) 1.03 53.64 123.79 247.58 10521.97
2011 Pledges 94266 191.542 (255.9155) 1.00 60.00 120.00 250.00 18200.00
2012 Pledges 142612 190.865 (257.2967) 0.98 51.93 117.57 246.89 17831.00
2013 Pledges 179913 201.551 (287.8567) 0.97 50.21 120.70 251.05 14483.72
Individual Data Excluded
2008 Pledges 6763 163.241 (255.9144) 1.04 54.33 108.65 208.95 10052.64
2009 Pledges 60540 174.321 (373.0873) 0.01 41.94 104.85 209.70 42039.04
2010 Pledges 111555 158.330 (226.9095) 0.01 37.14 103.16 206.23 18774.49
2011 Pledges 126335 169.347 (316.2653) 0.01 46.80 104.00 208.00 23690.00
2012 Pledges 148408 162.863 (244.0635) 0.01 47.03 101.89 229.26 26717.10
2013 Pledges 296839 208.688 (534.8152) 0.01 50.21 125.53 251.05 171389.02

Note: ”Individual Data Subsample” is comprised of only those donors who give through the online system and are therefore traceable longitudinally, making them
the preferred subsample for analyses. ”Individual Data Excluded” is comprised of donors not contributing through the online system (generally paper pledges).
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Table 5. Concentration of Gifts to Organizations, 2013

Pct Charities Pct Revenue

5 63.50
10 75.66
15 82.36
20 86.78
25 89.89
30 92.21
35 93.99
40 95.39
45 96.48
50 97.34
55 98.02
60 98.54
65 98.96
70 99.28
75 99.53
80 99.71
85 99.85
90 99.93
95 99.98
100 100.00

Note: Sample includes all individual donors and all pledges except those to ”Undesignated”.
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Table 6. Summary Statistics for Control Variables

Mean Std Dev Min 25th Pctile Median 75th Pctile Max

Civil Employee Demographics
Pct Female 0.437 (0.038) 0.286 0.411 0.440 0.466 0.523
Pct Permament Status 0.876 (0.035) 0.731 0.861 0.881 0.898 0.937
Pct Professional Category 0.246 (0.037) 0.165 0.222 0.243 0.266 0.392
Pct Administrative Category 0.319 (0.050) 0.199 0.283 0.325 0.343 0.487
Average Length of Service 13.13 (0.99) 10.24 12.44 12.97 13.73 15.87
Average Age 45.90 (0.63) 43.45 45.47 46.00 46.34 47.50
Average Salary 69,806 (6,423) 56,438 65,639 69,074 73,981 95,703

Employee Type
Percent Postal Service 0.199 (0.103) 0.030 0.123 0.165 0.280 0.503
Percent Uniformed Military 0.285 (0.171) 0.008 0.151 0.310 0.415 0.655

Economic Conditions
Unemployment Rate 0.079 (0.024) 0.025 0.062 0.078 0.093 0.170
Per Capita Personal Income 36,700 (6,997) 20,893 32,081 35,238 39,077 64,797

Disasters
Number of Disasters (Jan-Dec) 4.0 (7.5) 0.0 1.0 2.0 4.0 57.0
Number of Disasters (Sept-Dec) 0.9 (1.7) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 11.0
Disaster Allocation (Jan-Dec) 173.4 (669.2) 0.0 2.3 19.6 72.5 4,817.5
Disaster Allocation (Sept-Dec) 2,138.7 (15,062.0) 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.1 125,390.7

Urbanness
Population Density (Weighted) 718.4 (2,615.6) 10.0 138.2 290.4 640.0 37,142.4

Observations 1210

Note: Percent postal and percent military data not available for 2008. Disaster allocations measured in millions of 2011 dollars. Salary and Per Capita income
measured in 2011 dollars.
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Table 7. What Predicts Change in log(Local Number of Charities)?

DV: ∆log(TotalCharities)

(1)

log(Number Employees Solicited) -0.000858
(0.00446)

Per Capita Personal Income 0.000789
(0.000983)

Unemployment Rate -0.111
(0.222)

Pct Female -0.430
(0.394)

Pct Permament Status -0.0209
(0.157)

Pct Professional Category 0.0167
(0.429)

Pct Administrative Category -0.216
(0.354)

Average Salary 0.000195
(0.00300)

Average Length of Service 0.0249
(0.0158)

Average Age -0.0287
(0.0159)

Percent Postal Service -0.00510
(0.467)

Percent Uniformed Military -0.471
(0.458)

Disaster Allocation (Sept-Dec) -0.000000393
(0.000000975)

Number of Disasters (Sept-Dec) 0.000884
(0.000793)

Campaign FE Yes
Year FE Yes

Observations 537
Adjusted R2 0.404

Note: Campaign years 2010-2013 are included. Disaster allocation is in millions of 2011 dollars. Average salary
and per capita personal income are in thousands of 2011 dollars.
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Figure 6. Variation in Main Independent Variable: log(Total Organizations)

(a)

(b)

Note: Year-over-year difference in log(Total Organizations) for (a) all local zones and (b) local zones in the individual
data.
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Figure 7. Ages of Organizations New to the CFC

Note: Years 2010 through 2013 are included. New organizations are defined as those appearing in any CFC geo-
graphic zone for the first time, by federal tax ID (EIN). Therefore organizations that expand to a new territory are
not considered new for the purposes of this figure only.
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Figure 8. Correlational Plots for Number of Organizations in a Zone and Dependent Variables

Note: Years 2010-2013 are included.
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Table 8. Main Results: Log(Per Capita Giving) and Log(Total Charities)

DV: log(Pledges per Employee)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Basic Econ Controls Demo Controls Disaster Controls Non-linear Controls Year FE Zone FE

log(Local+Natl Org Count) 1.834*** 2.157*** 1.898*** 1.910*** 1.936*** 4.303*** 0.00676
(0.492) (0.535) (0.554) (0.556) (0.561) (0.659) (0.390)

log(Number Employees Solicited) -0.111** -0.116*** -0.121** -0.122** -0.129*** -0.170*** -0.893***
(0.0338) (0.0343) (0.0369) (0.0369) (0.0376) (0.0391) (0.0542)

Per Capita Personal Income -0.00529 0.00397 0.00410 0.00615 -0.000124 -0.00117
(0.00591) (0.00680) (0.00683) (0.00705) (0.00703) (0.00676)

Unemployment Rate 1.680 3.915* 3.897* 14.24 2.271 6.050
(1.659) (1.962) (1.955) (8.417) (7.579) (4.103)

Pct Female -0.230 -0.226 -0.272 -2.735* 0.266
(1.185) (1.191) (1.203) (1.285) (2.654)

Pct Permament Status 2.079 2.131 2.100 3.050* -1.013
(1.362) (1.371) (1.390) (1.365) (0.881)

Pct Professional Category -0.00318 -0.122 0.166 2.990* 0.145
(1.478) (1.460) (1.478) (1.489) (2.560)

Pct Administrative Category 0.432 0.372 0.731 1.903 2.662
(1.303) (1.312) (1.333) (1.328) (1.821)

Average Salary -0.00388 -0.00301 -0.00679 -0.0362** -0.00960
(0.0117) (0.0115) (0.0118) (0.0121) (0.00923)

Average Length of Service -0.0210 -0.0240 -0.0245 -0.0820 -0.0812
(0.0550) (0.0551) (0.0555) (0.0561) (0.0597)

Average Age -0.00428 -0.00444 -0.0307 0.144* 0.110
(0.0640) (0.0640) (0.0656) (0.0683) (0.0873)

Percent Postal Service -1.444* -1.426* -1.508* -0.608 -0.0552
(0.586) (0.584) (0.597) (0.581) (1.271)

Percent Uniformed Military -0.602 -0.600 -0.572 -0.377 0.0987
(0.383) (0.383) (0.387) (0.379) (1.135)

Disaster Allocation (Sept-Dec) -0.00000786 -0.0000136 -0.00000146 -0.00000744
(0.0000226) (0.0000226) (0.0000196) (0.00000588)

Number Disasters (Sep-Dec) -0.00158 0.00204 0.00429 -0.00161
(0.0141) (0.0139) (0.0133) (0.00496)

Unemployment Rate × Unemployment Rate -55.51 -4.276 -23.74
(44.18) (37.87) (20.22)

Zone FE No No No No No No Yes
Year FE No No No No No Yes Yes

Observations 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
Adjusted R2 0.057 0.065 0.090 0.088 0.092 0.228 0.964

Note: Standard errors clustered at the local campaign zone level and adjusted for clusters. Campaign years 2010-2013 are included. Disaster allocation is in
millions of 2011 dollars. Average salary and per capita personal income are in thousands of 2011 dollars.
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Table 9. Alternative Functional Form, Linear Per Capita Giving

DV: Per Cap Gift (2011 dollars) calculated with Detail’s NumSolicit variable

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Basic Controls 1 Controls 2 Controls 3 YearFE ID+FE

Local+National Org Count 0.0104 0.0189 0.0118 0.0134 0.0447** 0.00817
(0.00856) (0.0101) (0.0123) (0.0122) (0.0148) (0.0115)

Number Employees Solicited 0.0000442 0.0000439 0.0000304 0.0000237 -0.0000641 -0.00163***
(0.000129) (0.000136) (0.000136) (0.000133) (0.000124) (0.000417)

Per Capita Personal Income -0.672 -0.00992 0.137 -0.142 0.152
(0.463) (0.530) (0.528) (0.529) (1.004)

Unemployment Rate 40.26 196.5 254.3 -210.0 1050.5
(99.21) (131.7) (437.7) (412.1) (588.2)

Pct Female 17.57 41.54 -57.98 131.3
(85.46) (84.96) (88.07) (366.7)

Pct Permament Status 117.2 123.0 147.7 6.497
(88.42) (87.58) (90.42) (93.95)

Pct Professional Category -15.80 -25.85 84.54 -21.29
(103.8) (101.3) (106.1) (307.3)

Pct Administrative Category 25.35 -9.136 47.15 53.35
(84.60) (81.58) (82.52) (215.9)

Average Salary -0.288 0.116 -1.092 0.748
(0.793) (0.762) (0.796) (0.740)

Average Length of Service -0.458 -0.368 -1.975 -7.772
(3.420) (3.283) (3.525) (5.505)

Average Age 2.029 1.003 7.752 -1.103
(4.256) (4.298) (4.653) (8.210)

Percent Postal Service -93.80** -87.31* -54.73 -58.62
(36.04) (36.14) (35.53) (137.8)

Percent Uniformed Military -46.18* -42.36 -33.75 77.72
(22.23) (22.09) (21.71) (148.7)

Unemployment Rate × Unemployment Rate -265.8 1654.3 -4587.6*
(2393.2) (2207.6) (2286.1)

Disaster Allocation (Sept-Dec) -0.00203 -0.00120 -0.000196
(0.00127) (0.00131) (0.000630)

Number Disasters (Sep-Dec) -7.886*** -5.979*** -0.659
(1.656) (1.614) (0.913)

Number Disasters (Sep-Dec) × Number Disasters (Sep-Dec) 1.062*** 0.822*** 0.0616
(0.209) (0.218) (0.119)

Zone FE No No No No No Yes
Year FE No No No No Yes Yes

Observations 744 744 744 744 744 744
Adjusted R2 0.006 0.019 0.038 0.063 0.105 0.898

Note: Standard errors clustered at the local campaign zone level and adjusted for clusters. Campaign years 2010-2013 are included. Disaster allocation is in
millions of 2011 dollars. Average salary and per capita personal income are in thousands of 2011 dollars.
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Table 10. Intensive and Extensive Margins, Aggregate Data

Log-Log Models Linear Models

(1) (2) (3) (4)
log(Pledges Per Donor) log(Participation) Pledges Per Donor Participation Rate

log(Local+Natl Org Count) 0.330 -0.323
(0.251) (0.530)

logSolicit

Local+National Org Count 0.0699*** 0.0000734
(0.0185) (0.0000725)

Number Employees Solicited -0.000289 -0.00000732**
(0.000471) (0.00000236)

log(Number Employees Solicited) -0.0499 -0.843***
(0.0480) (0.0776)

Per Capita Personal Income -0.00406 0.00289 -1.127 0.00103
(0.00559) (0.00770) (1.801) (0.00306)

Unemployment Rate 0.951 5.099 211.4 1.545
(3.635) (5.704) (1221.5) (1.559)

Unemployment Rate × Unemployment Rate -12.19 -11.56 -1697.6 -4.581
(16.38) (26.34) (5340.5) (5.988)

Pct Female -4.419 4.685 -1543.2* 1.592
(2.308) (3.451) (690.7) (1.365)

Pct Permament Status 0.245 -1.258 77.63 -0.108
(0.820) (1.181) (250.1) (0.283)

Pct Professional Category 3.794 -3.649 1579.6* -0.624
(2.026) (3.220) (631.7) (0.947)

Pct Administrative Category 0.975 1.686 364.4 1.190
(2.032) (2.839) (621.3) (0.966)

Average Salary -0.00654 -0.00306 -2.740 0.00316
(0.00945) (0.0131) (3.197) (0.00297)

Average Length of Service -0.00780 -0.0734 -0.291 -0.0255
(0.0338) (0.0663) (10.04) (0.0231)

Average Age 0.0318 0.0782 14.05 -0.0308
(0.0719) (0.115) (20.12) (0.0386)

Percent Postal Service 1.299 -1.354 211.9 -0.676
(0.978) (1.661) (264.7) (0.516)

Percent Uniformed Military -0.775 0.873 -244.0 0.673
(1.064) (1.630) (338.3) (0.715)

Disaster Allocation (Sept-Dec) 0.00000215 -0.00000959 -0.000498 0.000000335
(0.00000631) (0.00000893) (0.00179) (0.00000291)

Number Disasters (Sep-Dec) 0.00138 -0.00299 -3.579 -0.00341
(0.00400) (0.00664) (2.550) (0.00346)

Number Disasters (Sep-Dec) × Number Disasters (Sep-Dec) 0.485* 0.000156
(0.247) (0.000409)

Zone FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 744 744 744 744
Adjusted R2 0.943 0.907 0.924 0.812

Note: Standard errors clustered at the local campaign zone level and adjusted for clusters. Campaign years 2010-2013 are included. Disaster allocation is in
millions of 2011 dollars. Average salary and per capita personal income are in thousands of 2011 dollars.
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Table 11. Individual Main Results, Both Functional Forms

DV: Log(Pledges Per Donor) DV: Pledges Per Donor

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Basic Controls FE FE + Controls Basic Controls FE FE + Controls

log(Local+Natl Org Count) 1.182* 0.633 0.0451 0.0774
(0.463) (0.590) (0.315) (0.259)

log(Number Solicited Employees) -0.120 -0.129 -0.0147 -0.0194
(0.0725) (0.0707) (0.0251) (0.0228)

Local+National Org Count 0.0807 0.0848 -0.00504 0.0311
(0.0417) (0.0496) (0.0630) (0.0515)

(mean) NumSolicit 0.000197 -0.000537** 0.000156 -0.0000586
(0.000196) (0.000198) (0.000593) (0.000595)

Per Capita Personal Income 0.00167 -0.00385 6.984*** -2.520
(0.00743) (0.00248) (1.936) (1.378)

Unemployment Rate -3.824 0.940 5607.3 1391.5
(2.356) (1.798) (3372.0) (1635.1)

Pct Female -3.613* 0.0523 -685.1 315.9
(1.717) (1.157) (394.2) (757.5)

Pct Permament Status 2.583 0.194 1234.1** -136.0
(1.365) (0.380) (469.2) (180.5)

Pct Professional Category 0.300 -0.423 8085.7*** -5715.2*
(2.103) (0.891) (2246.1) (2683.4)

Pct Administrative Category -0.419 -0.0526 -110.0 -345.0
(1.507) (0.750) (432.0) (400.3)

Average Salary 0.0143 -0.00228 2.887 1.290
(0.0192) (0.00362) (5.419) (2.979)

Average Length of Service -0.0431 0.0267 -5.659 19.93
(0.0713) (0.0362) (18.45) (20.74)

Average Age -0.108 -0.00353 -41.50 3.148
(0.0762) (0.0523) (24.84) (22.42)

Percent Postal Service 0.377 -0.539 -163.4 212.3
(0.778) (0.714) (218.7) (500.6)

Percent Uniformed Military -0.368 -0.196 -40.56 -158.2
(0.586) (0.332) (141.9) (147.9)

Disaster Allocation (Sept-Dec) -0.0000503 -0.000000996 -0.0107 -0.00500
(0.0000371) (0.00000527) (0.00927) (0.00383)

Number of Disasters (Sept-Dec) 0.0189 0.0000263 -19.70 -1.577
(0.0191) (0.00324) (13.45) (4.417)

Unemployment Rate × Unemployment Rate -36110.0 -6906.8
(20711.5) (8101.9)

Pct Professional Category × Pct Professional Category -14563.8*** 9358.2
(4204.3) (4774.0)

Number of Disasters (Sept-Dec) × Number of Disasters (Sept-Dec) 3.550* 0.366
(1.641) (0.602)

Year FE No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Individual FE No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Observations 201971 201971 201971 201971 201971 201971 201971 201971
Adjusted R2 0.012 0.027 0.939 0.939 0.011 0.019 0.911 0.911

Note: Standard errors clustered at the local campaign zone level and adjusted for clusters. Campaign years 2010-2013 are included. Disaster allocation is in
millions of 2011 dollars. Average salary and per capita personal income are in thousands of 2011 dollars.
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Table 12. Individual Main Results, Both Functional Forms

DV: Log(Pledges Per Donor) DV: Pledges Per Donor

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Zone FE Indiv FE Zone FE Indiv FE

log(Local+Natl Org Count) -2.117 0.0774
(1.084) (0.259)

log(Number Solicited Employees) 0.181 -0.0194
(0.164) (0.0228)

Local+National Org Count -0.112 0.0311
(0.0866) (0.0515)

(mean) NumSolicit 0.000750 -0.0000586
(0.000766) (0.000595)

Per Capita Personal Income 0.0140 -0.00385 3.234 -2.520
(0.0101) (0.00248) (4.967) (1.378)

Unemployment Rate -9.310*** 0.940 488.3 1391.5
(2.199) (1.798) (2831.6) (1635.1)

Pct Female 5.106 0.0523 1512.6 315.9
(6.151) (1.157) (1483.1) (757.5)

Pct Permament Status -3.104** 0.194 -426.2 -136.0
(1.062) (0.380) (303.1) (180.5)

Pct Professional Category 3.975 -0.423 -1111.4 -5715.2*
(6.212) (0.891) (5080.8) (2683.4)

Pct Administrative Category 4.178 -0.0526 957.2 -345.0
(5.335) (0.750) (1495.3) (400.3)

Average Salary 0.000174 -0.00228 0.785 1.290
(0.0213) (0.00362) (5.695) (2.979)

Average Length of Service -0.224*** 0.0267 -17.27 19.93
(0.0626) (0.0362) (21.54) (20.74)

Average Age 0.244* -0.00353 7.896 3.148
(0.108) (0.0523) (33.69) (22.42)

Percent Postal Service 1.692 -0.539 869.0 212.3
(2.741) (0.714) (1089.6) (500.6)

Percent Uniformed Military 2.399 -0.196 798.3 -158.2
(2.169) (0.332) (748.3) (147.9)

Disaster Allocation (Sept-Dec) -0.0000757** -0.000000996 -0.00160 -0.00500
(0.0000254) (0.00000527) (0.00561) (0.00383)

Number of Disasters (Sept-Dec) 0.0237* 0.0000263 18.77*** -1.577
(0.0101) (0.00324) (5.335) (4.417)

Unemployment Rate × Unemployment Rate -9765.2 -6906.8
(14198.0) (8101.9)

Pct Professional Category × Pct Professional Category 510.9 9358.2
(8047.3) (4774.0)

Number of Disasters (Sept-Dec) × Number of Disasters (Sept-Dec) -2.108** 0.366
(0.798) (0.602)

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Zone FE Yes No Yes No
Individual FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 201971.000 201971.000 201971.000 201971.000
Adjusted R2 0.077 0.939 0.032 0.911

Note: Standard errors clustered at the local campaign zone level and adjusted for clusters. Campaign years 2010-2013 are included. Disaster allocation is in
millions of 2011 dollars. Average salary and per capita personal income are in thousands of 2011 dollars.
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Table 13. Aggregate Heterogeneity, LogPerCapPledges, LogTotalCharities

Coef SE Pvalue SplitFTest SplitCoef SplitSE Pvalue

LocalC
logCharities -8.583048 23.61223 .7165234 . . . .
logCharities*logCharities .5337703 1.465888 .7160553 . . . .

EmployeesC
logCharities -.0218458 .3858865 .9548973 . . . .
logCharities*NumSolicit 3.58e-07 3.90e-07 .3586356 . . . .

DensityC
logCharities .0152847 .4000561 .969552 . . . .
logCharities*PD weighted 6.82e-06 6.01e-06 .2572372 . . . .

MilitaryC
logCharities -.5247322 .8056144 .5153932 . . . .
logCharities*pct militaryC 1.475001 1.788077 .4101705 . . . .

FemaleC
logCharities -1.779317 2.276704 .4351927 . . . .
logCharities*pct femaleC 4.307218 5.496653 .4339755 . . . .

LocalI
logCharities -.2487926 .6447612 .6999065 .6564 . . .
logCharities*LotsLocal .3049867 .5527801 .5816001 . . . .

EmployeesI
logCharities -.302488 .6135154 .6223953 .9567 . . .
logCharities*BigRegion .348997 .5083919 .4930201 . . . .

DensityI
logCharities -.06911 .6073148 .9094864 .9283 . . .
logCharities*MostDense .1049669 .4834361 .8282778 . . . .

DensityI2
logCharities -.1867321 .6001933 .7559558 .7556 . . .
logCharities*BigCity .2630472 .5423518 .6280714 . . . .

MilitaryI
logCharities .0025785 .6065948 .9966116 .7092 . . .
logCharities*LotsMilitary .0052852 .5451161 .9922716 . . . .

FemaleI
logCharities .0116498 .3945402 .9764663 .465 . . .
logCharities*LotsFemale -.0281523 .4707459 .9523575 . . . .

Region
logCharities -.8292285 1.031252 .4220662 .0026 .2908882 2.503026 .9080364
logCharities*Midwest .0252075 1.106254 .981838 . .6256225 2.290419 .786181
logCharities*South .9610347 .958288 .3168472 . -.5457656 .4453382 .2226517
logCharities*West .4047831 .92731 .6628225 . 1.590305 1.866347 .398069
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Table 14. Aggregate Heterogeneity, LogPerDonorPledges, LogTotalCharities

Coef SE Pvalue SplitFTest SplitCoef SplitSE Pvalue

LocalC
logCharities -22.03566 15.20072 .1483488 . . . .
logCharities*logCharities 1.38979 .9393297 .1401888 . . . .

EmployeesC
logCharities .3441625 .2473419 .1652665 . . . .
logCharities*NumSolicit -1.80e-07 2.49e-07 .4722233 . . . .

DensityC
logCharities .3358446 .2456119 .172674 . . . .
logCharities*PD weighted 4.81e-06 5.15e-06 .3511675 . . . .

MilitaryC
logCharities 1.148798 .5272733 .030238 . . . .
logCharities*pct militaryC -2.272789 1.114724 .0424619 . . . .

FemaleC
logCharities -.7836321 1.749147 .6545161 . . . .
logCharities*pct femaleC 2.685172 4.189761 .5221528 . . . .

LocalI
logCharities .2427783 .3811859 .5247422 .4472 . . .
logCharities*LotsLocal .103892 .3183848 .7444497 . . . .

EmployeesI
logCharities .1688642 .3570074 .6366062 .4715 . . .
logCharities*BigRegion .1816558 .30748 .5551692 . . . .

DensityI
logCharities .0548271 .3661047 .8810704 .6832 . . .
logCharities*MostDense .3804565 .3384284 .2619591 . . . .

DensityI2
logCharities .2170641 .3384461 .5218506 .9642 . . .
logCharities*BigCity .1533022 .3007254 .6106367 . . . .

MilitaryI
logCharities 1.072347 .4821007 .026976 .1129 . . .
logCharities*LotsMilitary -.9377941 .3758309 .0132002 . . . .

FemaleI
logCharities .2668589 .2910991 .3601247 .6779 . . .
logCharities*LotsFemale .3627912 .3348654 .2796258 . . . .

Region
logCharities .6762097 .7815528 .3877104 .0889 . . .
logCharities*Midwest -.5117713 .7961765 .5209228 . . . .
logCharities*South -.295681 .7374268 .6887728 . . . .
logCharities*West -.6514482 .7335426 .3753065 . . . .
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Table 15. Aggregate Heterogeneity, LogPctParticipate, LogTotalCharities

Coef SE Pvalue SplitFTest SplitCoef SplitSE Pvalue

LocalC
logCharities 13.45256 25.73636 .6016186 . . . .
logCharities*logCharities -.8560168 1.592252 .5912983 . . . .

EmployeesC
logCharities -.3660084 .5220782 .4838851 . . . .
logCharities*NumSolicit 5.38e-07 5.71e-07 .3468786 . . . .

DensityC
logCharities -.3205599 .5361044 .5503925 . . . .
logCharities*PD weighted 2.01e-06 7.05e-06 .7760169 . . . .

MilitaryC
logCharities -1.67353 1.035935 .1074064 . . . .
logCharities*pct militaryC 3.747789 2.106335 .0763465 . . . .

FemaleC
logCharities -.9956857 2.53539 .694848 . . . .
logCharities*pct femaleC 1.622048 5.949197 .7853363 . . . .

LocalI
logCharities -.4915716 .799802 .5393393 .2216 . . .
logCharities*LotsLocal .2010954 .6434996 .7549062 . . . .

EmployeesI
logCharities -.4713527 .771885 .5419577 .6795 . . .
logCharities*BigRegion .1673416 .5983678 .7799555 . . . .

DensityI
logCharities -.1239373 .7138245 .8622942 .9153 . . .
logCharities*MostDense -.2754894 .5830355 .6369555 . . . .

DensityI2
logCharities -.4037968 .7189222 .5748195 .787 . . .
logCharities*BigCity .1097455 .621755 .8600297 . . . .

MilitaryI
logCharities -1.069768 .8762368 .2232298 .8818 . . .
logCharities*LotsMilitary .9430793 .6623838 .1556996 . . . .

FemaleI
logCharities -.2552093 .5871119 .6641469 .1272 . . .
logCharities*LotsFemale -.3909432 .54559 .4742868 . . . .

Region
logCharities -1.505438 1.546395 .3311923 .011 -.2789504 3.75069 .9410666
logCharities*Midwest .5369779 1.510848 .7225637 . .0650058 3.855848 .986635
logCharities*South 1.256715 1.40889 .3732139 . -.8690049 .5009176 .0851976
logCharities*West 1.056231 1.341906 .4319249 . .4325148 2.271267 .8497146
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Table 16. Individual Heterogeneity, log(TotalPledge), Log(TotalCharities)

Coef SE Pvalue SplitFTest SplitCoef SplitSE Pvalue

LocalC
logCharities 2.026854 14.68015 .8904702 . . . .
logCharities*logCharities -.119671 .9038149 .8949342 . . . .

EmployeesC
logCharities .0435205 .2742686 .8742488 . . . .
logCharities*NumSolicit 8.22e-08 1.49e-07 .5821549 . . . .

DensityC
logCharities .0754078 .2615363 .7737058 . . . .
logCharities*PD weighted 3.28e-07 2.74e-06 .9049493 . . . .

MilitaryC
NumLcoal -.0551472 .41747 .8951771 . . . .
logCharities*pct militaryC .6827186 1.268857 .5917569 . . . .

FemaleC
logCharities -.3026195 1.551092 .8457178 . . . .
logCharities*pct femaleC .9428021 3.736742 .801333 . . . .

LocalI
logCharities .0488812 .2695674 .8564815 0 23.22877 2.830993 3.99e-07
logCharities*LotsLocal .0048982 .0035995 .176693 . .1326119 .2854638 .6435009

EmployeesI
logCharities .0986666 .2449543 .6879758 0 0 0 .
logCharities*BigRegion -.0076375 .0053277 .1548854 . .1135571 .2904343 .6967282

DensityI
logCharities .0024849 .2966913 .9933346 .1129 . . .
logCharities*MostDense .0042842 .0032439 .1896745 . . . .

DensityI2
logCharities .0779178 .2573744 .7627288 .0273 .4557419 1.542099 .7697669
logCharities*BigCity -.00052 .0041575 .9007197 . .2570859 .2976353 .3907116

MilitaryI
logCharities .1117306 .25167 .6580527 .6544 . . .
logCharities*LotsMilitary .0075209 .0045942 .1048315 . . . .

MilitaryIndiv
logCharities .008192 .6918434 .9905791 .0983 . . .
logCharities*LotsMilitary .0069874 .0229056 .7610382 . . . .

FemaleI
logCharities .0536322 .269716 .8427943 .0079 -.3922589 .6080853 .52223
logCharities*LotsFemale -.0036356 .0059573 .5430976 . .3268705 .2907573 .2659925

FemaleIndiv
logCharities -.2638811 .4174429 .5289179 .3311 . . .
logCharities*LotsFemale .0002361 .0141332 .9867113 . . . .

Region
logCharities -.2653907 .4073629 .5162586 . -.6217652 .5592111 .2837012
logCharities*Midwest .0092048 .633814 .9884424 . -.876388 1.094747 .4367733
logCharities*South .3508038 .4739095 .4609278 . .4210417 .9377605 .6559266
logCharities*West .3510753 .4708075 .4576411 . -.4971857 .9012743 .5857271
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Table 17. Log-log Tobit Results for 5 Subsectors, Individual Data

DV: log(Giving to Organizations)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
AR ED HE HU OT

log(Number Arts and Culture Total Orgs) 0.493***
(13.52)

log(Number Education Total Orgs) 0.412***
(11.74)

log(Number Health Total Orgs) 0.0610
(0.41)

log(Number Human Services Total Orgs) 1.182***
(15.13)

log(Number Other Total Orgs) 1.256***
(4.49)

log(Number Solicited Employees) -0.0226*** 0.00381 0.0174 -0.230*** -0.134***
(-4.02) (0.51) (1.22) (-15.01) (-8.30)

Per Capita Personal Income 0.00233*** 0.00425*** -0.00664*** 0.00767*** 0.0109***
(3.96) (5.47) (-5.08) (5.48) (7.02)

Unemployment Rate -0.240 1.675*** -5.599*** -2.951*** 1.882**
(-1.03) (5.94) (-9.92) (-5.11) (3.19)

Pct Female -1.032*** -0.825*** -1.887*** -4.035*** -2.347***
(-8.44) (-5.70) (-6.54) (-13.41) (-7.82)

Pct Permament Status 1.094*** 2.236*** 0.421 4.538*** 0.287
(7.88) (13.15) (1.23) (13.01) (0.82)

Pct Professional Category 0.512** 1.461*** 0.496 0.370 0.779
(3.16) (7.60) (1.28) (0.93) (1.93)

Pct Administrative Category 0.133 0.713*** 0.0270 1.250*** -0.750*
(1.08) (4.84) (0.09) (4.14) (-2.42)

Average Salary -0.00563*** -0.0111*** -0.000554 -0.00615 0.0192***
(-4.16) (-6.80) (-0.17) (-1.81) (5.62)

Average Length of Service 0.00997 0.0150 0.0729*** -0.0254 -0.0775***
(1.47) (1.80) (4.43) (-1.51) (-4.51)

Average Age -0.00821 -0.0418*** -0.101*** -0.145*** -0.00255
(-0.97) (-4.19) (-5.04) (-7.08) (-0.12)

Percent Postal Service 0.399*** 0.354*** 0.115 1.343*** 0.536**
(5.12) (3.50) (0.71) (7.36) (2.78)

Percent Uniformed Military 0.261*** 0.230*** -0.236* 0.353** 0.100
(6.16) (3.96) (-2.27) (2.99) (0.85)

Disaster Allocation (Sept-Dec) 0.0000164*** 0.00000125 -0.0000164 -0.0000297** -0.0000178
(4.38) (0.27) (-1.84) (-3.17) (-1.93)

Number of Disasters (Sept-Dec) -0.00211 -0.00718*** 0.00715 -0.00235 0.00970*
(-1.26) (-3.52) (1.81) (-0.56) (2.37)

Year FE
Individual RE
Observations 201975 201975 201975 201975 201975
Adjusted R2

Note: Note: The reported estimates are the marginal effects on the censored observations (Y |Y > 0). As fixed
effects have been found to be inconsistent with non-linear tobit models, and no non-parametric solution has been
devised, the individual controls are included as random effects. ”Other” includes nonprofits in NTEE major group
IN (International, Foreign Affairs), EN (Environment and Animals), PU (Public, Societal Benefit), RE (Religion
Related), MU (Mutual/Membership Benefit), and Z (Unknown/Unclassified).
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Table 18. Robustness Results: Log(Per Capita Giving) and Log(Total Charities)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Preferred Local Unconstrained Extra Controls TimeTrend NoCapitol NoSuspicious No2013

b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se

log(Local+Natl Org Count) 0.00676 0.00676 0.424 3.383** 0.134 -0.381 0.435
(0.390) (0.390) (0.443) (1.119) (1.011) (0.393) (0.443)

log(Number Employees Solicited) -0.893*** -0.892*** 0.107* -0.943*** -0.270*** -0.893*** -0.949*** -0.940***
(0.0542) (0.0548) (0.0542) (0.0689) (0.0647) (0.0545) (0.0666) (0.0689)

Per Capita Personal Income -0.00117 -0.00118 -0.00117 0.00261 0.00563 -0.00115 0.000638 0.00430
(0.00676) (0.00673) (0.00676) (0.00736) (0.0101) (0.00681) (0.00890) (0.00705)

Unemployment Rate 6.050 5.949 6.050 3.085 14.06 5.951 9.712 7.442
(4.103) (4.178) (4.103) (1.671) (7.687) (4.188) (6.013) (5.423)

Unemployment Rate × Unemployment Rate -23.74 -23.22 -23.74 -65.86 -23.63 -34.83 -21.47
(20.22) (20.71) (20.22) (34.68) (20.95) (28.01) (26.73)

Pct Female 0.266 0.235 0.266 -2.366 -2.341 -0.0131 -0.555 -2.389
(2.654) (2.685) (2.654) (2.496) (1.783) (2.789) (3.492) (2.506)

Pct Permament Status -1.013 -1.006 -1.013 0.555 1.592 -0.912 -2.015 0.717
(0.881) (0.884) (0.881) (2.355) (1.507) (0.901) (1.385) (2.324)

Pct Professional Category 0.145 0.147 0.145 -0.529 2.904 -0.0266 0.785 -0.762
(2.560) (2.560) (2.560) (3.302) (2.420) (2.576) (5.576) (3.285)

Pct Administrative Category 2.662 2.642 2.662 2.121 2.780 2.203 1.829 2.075
(1.821) (1.818) (1.821) (2.271) (1.618) (1.874) (3.131) (2.265)

Average Salary -0.00960 -0.00946 -0.00960 -0.0164 -0.0322* -0.00950 -0.0429 -0.0163
(0.00923) (0.00916) (0.00923) (0.0101) (0.0155) (0.00958) (0.0483) (0.0104)

Average Length of Service -0.0812 -0.0803 -0.0812 -0.0787 0.00872 -0.0860 -0.0150 -0.0813
(0.0597) (0.0587) (0.0597) (0.0673) (0.0572) (0.0627) (0.0881) (0.0671)

Average Age 0.110 0.110 0.110 0.130 0.00971 0.116 0.165 0.129
(0.0873) (0.0867) (0.0873) (0.110) (0.0935) (0.0899) (0.129) (0.110)

Percent Postal Service -0.0552 -0.0770 -0.0552 0.309 -0.496 0.223 2.477 0.581
(1.271) (1.283) (1.271) (1.371) (0.811) (1.324) (1.927) (1.407)

Percent Uniformed Military 0.0987 0.0680 0.0987 0.818 -0.188 0.334 0.0371 0.884
(1.135) (1.175) (1.135) (1.570) (0.579) (1.209) (1.656) (1.569)

Disaster Allocation (Sept-Dec) -0.00000744 -0.00000745 -0.00000744 -0.00000491 0.00000613 -0.00000656 -0.0000161 -0.00000654
(0.00000588) (0.00000582) (0.00000588) (0.00000783) (0.0000124) (0.00000588) (0.00000833) (0.00000776)

Number Disasters (Sep-Dec) -0.00161 -0.00158 -0.00161 -0.00692 -0.00828 -0.00247 -0.00161 -0.00601
(0.00496) (0.00503) (0.00496) (0.00519) (0.00787) (0.00494) (0.00632) (0.00526)

log(Local Org Count) 0.00909
(0.0455)

QCEWestablishments 0.00000208
(0.0000138)

Population Density (Pop/SqMi) -0.0000969
(0.0000575)

Zone FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Observations 744 744 744 584 744 728 361 584
Adjusted R2 0.964 0.964 0.994 0.966 0.888 0.963 0.969 0.966

Note: Standard errors clustered at the local campaign zone level and adjusted for clusters. Campaign years 2010-2013 are included. Disaster allocation is in
millions of 2011 dollars. Average salary and per capita personal income are in thousands of 2011 dollars.
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Figure 9. Non-reported Organizations and Local Organization Count Scatter Plot

Note: Years 2010-2013 only. Only local geographic zones in the individual giving data.
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Table 19. Non-reported Organizations and Local Organization Count Relationship

DV: Number Orgs with Gifts but Not in Official Count

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Basic Size Control Year FE Size Control+Year FE

Local Org Count -0.00152 -0.00338 -0.00231 -0.00442
(0.00158) (0.00180) (0.00107) (0.00171)

Number Employees Solicited 0.0000234 0.0000266
(0.0000199) (0.0000182)

Year FE No No Yes Yes

Observations 205 205 205 205
Adjusted R2 -0.005 -0.009 -0.006 -0.010

Note: Years 2010-2013 only. Only local geographic zones in the individual giving data. Clustered at the year level.
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Table 20. Substitution Patterns Between Existing and New Organizations - Subsector of Substitution

Sector of New Organization

Sector Losing Org AR ED EH EN HE HU IN PU RE U Total

AR - Arts, Culture, and Humanities 1 0 0 1 1 3 2 4 0 1 13
BH - Higher Education 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2
ED - Education 1 7 0 0 3 6 1 6 1 4 29
EH - Hospitals 0 0 3 2 4 8 0 3 0 2 22
EN - Environment and Animals 2 2 1 86 16 14 1 7 0 19 148
HE - Health 2 3 6 24 74 59 5 26 6 12 217
HU - Human Services 3 5 4 25 33 142 10 36 11 22 291
IN - International, Foreign Affairs 1 2 0 3 7 16 6 14 1 3 53
PU - Public, Societal Benefit 7 5 0 11 13 35 2 29 4 8 114
RE - Religion Related 0 0 0 0 1 9 1 1 5 2 19
U - Subsector Unknown 0 0 1 9 11 23 2 6 6 6 64
Total 17 24 15 161 163 316 30 132 35 79 972

Note: Note: Sample includes only simple substitutions (one new org chosen, no other new gifts made). No new organizations of type BH appear in this sample.
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